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LILY
A compilation of notes

Information
Name:Lily
"Two roads diverged in a
wood, and I,
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made a" the
diﬀerence."
-Frost

Birthdate: Nov. 18th 2010
Age: 3
Twin B of Fraternal

Diagnosis
By neurologist: Autism
By OT: Dyspraxia, SPD, SID
By Speech: Apraxia
By Geneticist: variation in
gene SLITRK4, mild
carnitine deficiency

My Parents
David & Jessica

An Introduction
Lily was born alongside her fraternal twin sister Maggie on
November 18, 2010. It was a scheduled C-section at 36 weeks.
Partly because of a high risk pregnancy & our availability to the
nearest hospital and partly because Lily was breach we decided to
not wait for labor and our doctor suggested a planned cesarean.
The surgery went as scheduled and no one said there were any
complications during delivery. Although, after some time had
passed I did notice an oxygen mask had been used on Lily. There
were photographs of Lily receiving oxygen and Maggie did not. I
always wondered about this & after I asked my doctor he assured
me it was standard protocol.
Lily was born second at 4 lbs. 3oz. Maggie was born first at a
little under 5 lbs. Originally Lily was presenting to deliver first but
at the end she flipped and was breach. So thus she was delivered
second. Cesarean babies are known to lose weight after birth and
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my daughters were no exception. Their weights were not satisfactory so we stayed at the hospital
additional days to bring their weights up & simultaneously treat high blood pressure that was occurring
with me at a dangerous level.

Complications in the hospital minimal
The first complication that I thought was natural for new mothers is my daughters (Lily) failure to latch.
They say some children are slow after birth due to epidural given during surgery so I didn't worry too
much. After much practice she got it down to a science. But I wasn't lactating as much as needed so we
chose to supplement over and beyond breast feeding believing we could still get the benefit of both. But
something happened a day into it all that was unexpected. Maybe two days passed and my perfectly
healthy little baby became yellowish and pale. Dark circles under her eyes replaced the perfect powdery
skin of afterbirth. She looked sick. I thought she was just skinny. Losing weight. But looking back on
photos we realize she was sick in the hospital more than we realized while we were there. She had a
choking spell also that was mentioned to us as normal for cesarean babies while she was sickly.
We had special neonatologists care for our twins that we hired over and beyond the hospital staﬀ for the
birth. They put the girls on a formula made by ensure that has extra calories to help maintain body
weight.
After my blood pressure went down and the girls were at healthy weights on insert dates we went home.
Maggie had a final weight of 5 lbs. 1 oz. And Lily a weight of 4 lbs. 9 oz.

The milestones
Lily was born with a big head. We think she takes after my father. So naturally we supposed that she held
her head up after her sister was because of just that reason. It took her longer to reach her arms up to get
objects and she was a beat or two behind her sister grasping objects also. I remember worrying about her
having a hard time when she couldn't throw her leg over her midline to turn herself over as a baby. Her
sister was going at it but Lily had to make more eﬀort to do so. Then came sitting up. Maggie was first to
sit up by herself also. Requiring a great deal of motor planning, Lily was unable to hit this milestone on
time and she followed her sister weeks later. When Maggie began walking Lily was on her knees
struggling to stand on her feet. Lily skipped crawling altogether bouncing along on her knees before
standing. Maggie was beginning to speak at about 10 months. Lily was also. She said words like "bye
bye". She said "ma ma" and "da da" and "ba ba". She was beginning to get out the words "kitty cat"
because we have a cat she loves. At 18 months she lost the words. "Ma ma" and "da da" were not gone.
But the others were. And new words were not coming. Sounds were. It wasn't common babble. I never
imagined her speech would stop. I looked for new words every day. They never came. When Lily was a
baby she could mimic sounds and pitch of sounds quite well. This led me to believe she would speak early.
I thought it was amazing she could position her mouth and form the letters of the alphabet before she
could actually speak them.
Their first birthday party came and went. Lily didn't walk that day and greet her guests. Maggie did. Lily
seemed distracted and less involved. That day I noticed as I watched her sitting beside her sister there
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was a major diﬀerence in ability. My 70 year father told me days later after he spent the day with her that
he felt there was something going on. Weeks before I was searching online for children and odd
behaviors. Lily liked to bounce her head oﬀ the side of her bouncy mesh joovy playpen. Maggie would
follow, I imagined it was imitating. So I tried not to worry and thought it was part of her personality. She
was doing it on a soft mesh liner so what was the harm? It wasn't constant but it was often and she would
stop if you interrupted. She would sing while she did it. In fact, she started 'singing' weeks after she was
born. Especially at night she would hum a "Mmmmmm" with her mouth closed then open it to an
"Aaah" position. It was a self soothing way to get to sleep. Later she would accompany this singing with
bouncing her head oﬀ of soft sided things during the day. This leads me to where we left oﬀ of me
searching the internet for odd behaviors. Before my father ever told me there was something wrong I
noticed something and searched for answers that I would later find at the doctors oﬃce. Concern became
more real. We decided to make a well visit with our pediatrician to ask some questions. There were also
vomiting issues we would like to bring up. We were worried she was allergic to milk because she threw up
so violently on a daily basis. Compared to her sister that hardly ever threw up I thought maybe an allergy
was the culprit. So we went in.

The doctors visit
After Lily and Maggie had their 1 year birthday party we went in for a wellness visit to discuss our
concerns. Each time we had previously mentioned her diﬀerence between her sister and she we were
calmed down by the our pediatrician who told us we were doing a great job and the children were
'thriving'. This visit was diﬀerent. Lily was nervous upon entering the doctors oﬃce to begin with. Her
sister seemed comfortable. The real problem didn't arise until it was time to have her weighed and
measured. As if taking her clothes oﬀ for weighing were not enough to upset her she then had to be
placed on a cold scale with a woman's touch she did not know. It terrified her and it was diﬃcult to get a
weight. Measuring was just as unsuccessful. After being repeatedly upset at her visit I walked her up and
down the hall while she cried uncontrollably while we waited for the doctor. By the time Lily was calm
enough to see him she immediately became intense again during the checkup and threw up from the
ordeal. We would come to find later after much reading that this was a problem with Self-regulation. It
happened often. When she would get upset for many reasons she would gag and if she were very upset
she would throw. Especially during moments of transition. After examination the pediatrician referred us
to a neurologist. He handed us a little piece of paper that said "developmental delay" on it. Shortly after
this we got a new pediatrician. And so we went to the neurologist.

The neurologist
We went to to see a neurologist that we were referred to by our pediatrician at the time. She saw both
girls in the same examination room together before ushering Lilys sister out into the waiting area with the
grandparents who came for support. Few questions were asked while Lily attended to a barn door on a
farm display on the floor of the room. When The Dr. finished asking questions she waited a beat before
hitting me with the words that would forever change my daughters life. It didn't take her long to say,
"your daughter has autism". Time stood still while she wrote out an order for a microarray and handed it
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to us. Letters like ABA and OT were thrown at us like we knew their meaning. She handed us a slip of
paper. We went home. We started making phone calls.

Searching for Services
My husband had an appointment with his ear doctor while we were searching for a speech therapist and
an occupational therapist nearby to where we live which is far enough away from everything and close
enough to everything at the same time. My husbands ear doctor knew of a facility that had both speech
therapy and occupational therapy services available. To make it even better there was an ABA facility
right across the street! It seemed as though we found what we were looking for after my husband visited
the facility and I had a personal conversation with the owner/OT about my daughter over the phone. I
knew nothing about anything. It was good to have things explained slow enough for me to understand.
The OT set Lily up for an evaluation.
When we brought Lily in for the evaluation she was in good sorts. Her attention span was not adequate
to meet certain needs that the tests presented. But at the time her walking skills were not fantastic so
darting was not as much of an issue. She completed few tasks. Stacking blocks was diﬃcult. Putting pegs
in was a nightmare. Simple one word commands were not taken note of. Lily had eye contact but showed
little interest in pulling people into what she was doing. This would happen later. After some time went
by and the tests were completed as best as they could the occupational therapist decided to try Lily out in
the ball pit. Remembering that Lily was not fond of unfamiliar touch from a stranger at the doctors oﬃce
I sensed how it would go. As soon as the OT picked Lily up I could see her body tense up. And as the
OT lowered her into the ball pit the look of fear in my daughters eyes was something you don't forget.
While the OT was pushing and pulling her through the balls I can't imagine how that must have felt to a
child with little or no proprioceptive input. Her vestibular system was also a weakness and the culprit to
the many times she would vomit in the car. I saw Lilys face turn beet red and I knew she had enough.
She had held her breath and as the OT brought her out of the ball pit and towards her Lily scratched at
her and with a final lurch she threw up with such a force she couldn't catch her breath. She had blood
blisters on her face for 2 weeks afterwards. It was many things. But one word exactly. Regulation.
The visit across the street to the ABA facility went in a similar fashion. I think by this point Lily was
accustomed to doctor-like looking oﬃces to being a negative experience so you could feel her tense up
almost immediately entering the door. We brought Maggie also hoping to give comfort thinking she
might follow with Maggies calm response. We sat in a waiting room until an ABA therapist walked us
into a common play area where we then sat and she asked us questions also. While we answered she
watched Lily play with toys in the room and how she considered her sister. After a brief description of
the framework of ABA Lily and I left the playroom and were led to a little room down the hall that was
very unlike the previous surroundings. The walls were grey and the room was small and empty furnished
with only a table and chair. Lily sat in her high chair at home (old fashioned wooden) but she was not
accustomed to a traditional booster seat. It all happened very quickly for her, too quickly for her and she
was in the seat before she knew it buckled down, nervous and unhappy. I thought she was doing well
considering. The ABA therapist gave her a musical toy first. She was taken back by the surprise songs
when the buttons were pushed. Seemed uncomfortable. Then the therapist put a picture of a cat in front
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of her and said, " touch the kitty". Lily looked at the therapist and then the cat but didn't follow through.
After another try the therapist took Lily by the hand to touch the kitty by physical prompting and that's
when Lily had another one of the worst meltdowns I've ever seen her have. She completely lost it crying
so hard my voice couldn't reach her. Nothing could reach her. She threw up again and again and again.
We were then informed that we would not be allowed in session to view or aid in any way. After the ABA
therapist said Lily would be cleaning up her own vomit we realized that ABA wasn't the best approach at
that time in her life. She wasn't ready. Her regulation wasn't allowing her body to react. It wasn't
behavioral. We knew that. We knew she had no control over it. So we kept digging.

Beginning Speech & Occupational Therapy
We started attending both speech and OT at a private practice where Lily could receive the benefits of a
one on one trainer and even have both speech and OT present at the same time to work with her.
Vestibular input promotes speech so the two would compliment each other. Her first Speech therapist
Cherie, was eventually replaced by a new speech therapist, Lacie, whom she is seeing now. Cherie worked
with Lily for about a year. Interestingly enough I had been researching a type of therapy called Floortime
by Stanley Greenspan at the same time her speech therapist was studying it. When I brought it up in
speech session she was elated. She began coming to our home once a week over and beyond speech
therapy and occupational therapy to help Lily with engagement. Getting Lily to stay with us for any
period of time was a task. Engagement would play a key role later in helping Lily integrate her senses.
Over the time Cherie was working with Lily little traditional speech therapy was done in session. Most of
our visits included games of peek a boo and placing objects in such a place to gain closeness to Lily for
feedback (such as having her reach for objects on our heads). Although visits were successful and Aﬀect
was helping Lily become more of a social butterfly on a social/emotional level her language and ability to
use expressive language was not improving. We used very simple gestures such as giving her food choices
to begin with and allowing her to point (when she finally did start pointing). She mastered the simple sign
language 'more' when it came to the things she loved the most like bubbles and strawberries. I took the
online parent course for floortime while Cherie took the educators version and we continued with both
Floortime and speech with Cherie for a year. During this time we also had Skype sessions with Stanley
Greenspans' son, Jake Greenspan, who took over the Floortime therapy practice after his father passed
away.
Meanwhile, in OT the instructor Kristine was allowing me to sit in on sessions. Lily had poor regulation
and being trained in sensory integration technique she thought it beneficial me be there also. Lily did
much better in sessions as the OT was more sensitive to her needs now knowing them. Her favorite piece
of equipment was the spandex swing to start out with mostly because in the beginning transitional
activities were very diﬃcult. In the beginning of her therapy with OT Lily could do minimal activities
with her whole body. She walked but did so with caution. Her self protect skills of catching herself with
both hands when she fell were not reacting as quickly as her body was maneuvering. If she had an object
in her hand (which often times she did carry something around with her) she might fall flat on her face if
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she fell. The dropping the object and then catching herself was a multi step task her body didn't get right
away. Much to do with bilateral coordination also.
Lily had diﬃculty transitioning and with modulation/regulation at first arriving at therapy. After some
time that has gotten much better. Fine motor skills were lacking that are now coming into fruition with
all the practicing. Large motor skills are coming along such as getting on a bike and swinging on a child's
strap swing. Lily is motor planning her way through life now albeit slower than other children her age.
She lacked ideation and the creativity to do pretend play where she is now role playing by brushing a
stuﬀed animal or feeding a doll. Self-help skills are improving such as her new ability to use a spoon
although she cannot get the food on the spoon yet. She makes references to do things such as brush her
hair or put on her socks and shoes. She is using both hands in unison to hold and work objects as well as
climb ladders. Overall Lily has improved with the combination of private therapy and a home gym
complete with as many occupational therapy pieces of equipment we could get our hands on. Every day
practice with these things would prove helpful in the days to come.

Expect the Unexpected--A Bump in the Road
When Lily turned 2 years old we still had questions that the word autism did not answer. We spoke with
our new pediatrician who insisted that we see a geneticist right away to rule out the usual in the case of
autism. So we did. And he is wonderful. He ordered a microarray first up. I remembered the little slip of
paper that the neurologist handed to me when she diagnosed Lily in the beginning. I remember the poor
regulation she had at OT and ABA and every social situation that required any length of testing. My
husband and I opted out of the microarray initially because we were afraid of what it might do to Lily
physically let alone physiologically as an infant. We thought, it is what it is. How will a test change that?
Here we were about to get the test we should have beforehand. And we did. We waited. The results came
back with red flags we were told. They didn't see a hereditary implication in the results but her organic
acids were high and other numbers were not at their average and the spaces between those numbers were
also oﬀ. Our geneticist explained to us what energy was and how the body used that energy. His
assumption was something was throwing oﬀ Lilys ability to produce and use her energy eﬀectively. He
discovered low carnitine levels and diﬀerent vitamins. He put her on a carnitine supplement and
additional vitamins. She still takes both. He wanted to have us back for additional testing. His worry was
that her problems could be a result of Mitochondrial Disease. We never expected this.
So we took another test. This test did not just look into the cells. It looked into the cells cells to read
their genetic makeup. The powerhouse of the cell, the mighty mitochondria were going to be addressed,
otherwise known as mtDNA. They drew blood. And we waited for the results. And we waited. When
we went in for the results he still could not rule out Mito disease. He said that even with the carnitine
and the additional vitamins that her numbers were still oﬀ balance. He ordered the genome test. We
drew blood again. This time all of us. And we waited.
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Changing Speech Therapists
Somewhere in the midst of all this Cherie was replaced with a new speech therapist, Lacie. Lily had not
been molded with a specific technique yet so she was an open book. So far everything was progressing
but speech. And the speech that she was improving on was work she was doing at home. After meeting
Lacie and seeing how Lily got along with her we stayed with it. Lily was beginning to string sounds
together right around the time Lacie got involved. Lily was mimicking music particularly well. She was
always great at matching tones and pitch of notes even before she was able to recite the alphabet. She
could recite and sing her abc's even though pronunciation was not perfect. She also knew the phonics of
each. In an expressive language sense Lily was making some sign language. She began pointing to ask for
what she wanted. Then she began to bring the object to and take us to the object of desire. Lily could still
not put sentences together and only had a handful of words she could say of which a stranger could
decipher the speech from.
In a receptive language sense Lily was identifying objects in the physical and also pointing at cards when
given a selection of cards placed in front of her. She could identify every category. But never at therapy.
I'm not sure if it was because of her attention-span (as she darts often) or out of lack of the materials
available by the therapists that Lily was not responding to flash cards. Lily was not following one step
commands when Lacie first began with her. Not on cue. She would sometimes. But her sensory
integration disorder did not allow enough time for her brain to take in the appropriate info and act on it
in time to follow a command. So some were missed. It varied from day to day and still does.
Upon meeting Lacie I was already researching augmentative communication devices. After some time it
was decided a Dynavox Maestro would be beneficial to Lily. Months later we received one. Being
computer literate and with moderate programming experience I was able to manipulate menus Lily could
navigate on her own. We started with a basic food menu. Lily responded very well to this. It was like
watching a flower open while she asked for something that wasn't in front of her for the very first time.
While looking at a plate of scrambled eggs she said, "I want strawberries". You've never seen a mother
move so fast to the refrigerator! This was a moment that didn't just prove my daughter could use a
Dynavox. It was proof she had a mind. I knew she did. But now she could show the world she had ideas.
This was a breakthrough.

The Results
Recently, just this past January we received the wonderful news that Lily does not have Primary Mito
Disease. The geneticist has not completely ruled out secondary yet because of her carnitine levels but he
doubts it is the case. But the additional information it found would provide insight into all of the major
problems she deals with now.
The genome test revealed a variation in the gene SLITRK4. This is a gene that by definition does the
following: "Slitrk genes are expressed predominantly in neural tissue and have neurite-modulating activity in cultured
neuronal ce"s." This means that the neurons in Lilys brain have a harder time making connections than the
average human being. Slow connectivity means missed milestones. Suddenly things starting making
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sense. Additional testing and more resources lie in our future. Because the genome test is itself only a
year old most of the information it reveals are variations that have never been found. As more variations
of this gene are studied we will gain more insight into what the future holds for this variation and how it
might aﬀect Lily and her life ahead.

Learning More
Lily continues going to Occupational therapy and Speech therapy at the same facility. Lacie has been
working with Lily for almost a year now. She recently started studying a method called Prompt while I
was searching for you online. When she told me she would be studying it I was pleased. I noticed Lily
pushing on her mouth to make sounds and it set me oﬀ into reading about diﬀerent techniques. Prompt
therapy was what reached out to me.
Lily has only been diagnosed with autism. Her Occupational therapist agrees Lily has dyspraxia. She also
agrees she has a sensory integration/processing disorder. Her speech therapist recently wrote in a report
that she has Apraxia. She has problems with motor planning, praxis and carrying out her actions. She has
a hard time with ideation and pretend play. She struggles with fine motor tasks able to do them one day
and the frustration of not being able the next. Large motor skills like riding a bike were stunted because
of the inability to motor plan her way onto the bike. Lily is 3 years old now and is just comfortable with
mounting her trike. Before that she mounted a bouncy air filled donkey. It was a simpler step. Each step
she takes is with time hand in hand with grace. She is just understanding the concept of ladders and what
getting up there means. She is getting an idea. She just this past month started riding in a wagon.
Bilateral coordination skills are much better as she now uses her hands working together although she still
can not unscrew a cap yet. Self help skills are constantly evolving. She is brushing her hair and
attempting to put her shoes on. She is helping me dress her although unable to dress herself. She gives me
the time it takes to adjust a shoe or zip a zipper without a struggle now. She lets me brush her hair before
she goes out the door but only if I count to ten. She has just started spoon feeding herself. She can't get
the food on the spoon but she knows it needs to be on there. She was hesitant to pick foods up in the
beginning. I always attributed it to touch and textures feeling uncomfortable. She used to gag on new
foods of mixed textures and now she welcomes a cheeseburger with everything on it. Lily uses a chair
now. She decides to get a step stool and move it to any random location she chooses to reach anything
she likes. She prefers to drink out of an open heavyweight glass. And now she picks it up all by herself.
She is beginning to pick up new toys that she has never seen before and play with them in the way they
were meant to be played with. Such as peg blocks on a waﬄe pegboard. She recognizes the pattern and
puts one and one together. She notices they belong. She has ideation, praxis, and is learning how to
sequence her actions more eﬃciently.
Lily is speaking more with clarity every day. She is now folding sentences together with the words she can
pronounce accurately. She pointed to the back door the other day and said, "Door, Out". She knows that
door means outside. Just last night Lily stood at the back door and watched the family dog on the back
porch disappear onto the patio. She said, "Dog hiding". Her father noticing the speech replied, "Where
is the dog?" Lily replied, "Outside. There. Way over there." Lily uses familiar phrases like, "eat eggs" and
"hi, how are you"? In context in appropriate situations. Before Lily could put together words on her own
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she would sing tones of songs or copy the intonation of our voices in the sentences or words we were
making. When you add the element of sound, music or aﬀect to any word it makes it easier for her to
imitate and say. Lily is beginning to repeat words we say as if storing them in a verbal library. Like she's
practicing. Sometimes she will shy away and face the other direction when trying out a word. Lily can
sing many songs (not perfectly) and she is getting better with the pronunciation of the words in them.
Lily is naming objects now. In speech therapy today she picked up a ladybug and said, "la ee ba". She saw
an insect and said "bee". She is initiating social play and reversing roles with perfect imitation. She is
learning how to play and explore the world around her now that she is getting comfortable in her own
skin. Lilys favorite game is peek a boo where she says, "peek a boo, I see you". Lily can recite the
alphabet with ease although the pronunciation changes from time to time. She knows the phonics. She
can count to ten and well past that on a good day. She knows the symbols of the letters and numbers. She
can pick one flash card out of a deck of 30 flash cards or more spread out on the floor. Although not
always on cue. Recently I wrote a word on an envelope and I started with one I thought she knew. Egg.
I was the witness to many times where she would point to a word in her favorite book Mr. Brown Can
Moo and call it out as best she can. She immediately said egg when she saw it. I got excited but not too
excited because she says every morning, "eat eggs" and I knew she had probably taken note of the spelling
of the word because the word lies beneath the symbol on her Dynavox. So I wrote a few more words on a
few more envelopes. These were mostly random words but some she was familiar with. Duck, ball, wait,
car, cat, dog, boat.....I handed her another envelope with the word 'ball' on it. She said 'ball' with little
emphasis on the l at the end of the word. I handed her another one and this continued until I ran out of
envelopes. She got each word right. My guess is that she can be taught language (even the words she
doesn't know yet/or hasn't memorized) and be able to retain that information. This can be true for words
and symbols and the physical realm of things as well. I think Lily is a very visual learner. Her auditory
sense is very strong also. To the point where discrimination of sounds may be diﬃcult but at the same
time a useful tool in helping her to mimic the sounds it takes to produce words and use language in a way
that is verbal. I think Lily is musically gifted. But we will talk about this later.

Our main concerns

Main Areas of Concern
Stimulatory behavior

Sequencing

Fine & Large motor skills

Speech

Pretend Play

Praxis

Motor planning

Regulation & Modulation Ideation

Sensory Integration
Disorder

Expressive Language
(speech)

Bi-lateral Coordination

Self-help skills

Auditory Sense
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Where is Lily right now?
In Summary--In reference to diagram 1
In terms of Lily and her sensory integrative processes: before Speech and Language can develop, eye-hand
coordination, visual perception and purposeful activity can take place all of the prerequisites must be filled. No
wonder Lily lacks imaginative pretend play skills, she lacks the proper attention span it takes to get to that point. In
order for things to fold out properly there must be a sequential basis that skills are developed so that a strong
foundation can help feed the higher levels of thinking needed to adapt to every day life situations. This can be seen
in diagram 1.

Diagram 1
From a sensory integration standpoint Lily
is improving daily. On the chart %om
Sensory Integration and the
Child:Understanding Hidden Sensory
Cha"enges by Jean Ayres (chart above) I
consider Lily to be somewhere in the 2nd
level. Ayres identified sensory integration
into diﬀ. Types based on diﬀerent sensory
processing problems. I imagine Lily has
problems with 1--4. She doesn't seem to
have as much of an issue with movement
or visual perception.

Diagram 2
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Lily has both strengths and weaknesses when it comes to her auditory sense. She seems to be
overstimulated at times because she hears too much at the same time as if it all runs together at the same
sound level. She can hear a song and memorize it with not much eﬀort. Before she could speak, like I said
before she could pick out and match the tonality and the pitch of the sounds we were making. I can get
her to say words easier with a rise in pitch to something like "hi" beginning with a high tone and dropping
to a lower one. We do this with a lot of language. She then began copying the rise and falls of pitches in
conversation and attempting to repeat. Then there came music. Lily has an amazing memory. This is
what helps her through singing her music as she does this to remember the motor planning of memorized
song as she does an ad lib sentence. She began memorizing the words to music. It expanded to her
favorite talking storytelling bear. Then she started to memorize Elmo episodes. She speaks them to the
point you can audibly tell she is imitating. With exact intonation. Now she memorizes everything.
Lily has a weakness when it comes to sound also. Sounds might come at her all at once. She can hear the
faint sound of her favorite tv shows jingle rooms away from her in a large house. This side of her auditory
sense has negative impacts on her life. If her sister is playing with a toy that Lily knows music to (or
recognizes) then Lily will immediately stop what she's doing and go right to it. This aﬀects what she is
doing from eating to thinking. It invades her space. This can aﬀect her at many levels later on in life.
She might react negatively to a certain pitch or whine her sister makes when she is out of sorts.
Sometimes something as simple as the vacuum being on can anger Lily is she is trying to listen to her
music or something else. But she never really is in fear of the sound or does she appear to be in pain
because of the sound.
Lily had a recent hearing test right before she turned 3 years old. She used to favor one ear over the other
in the way that she would turn her ear to a sound to hear it. Although not always. We did the booth and
the animated puppets in light boxes and got some reactions but the majority of the testing was done
while she was asleep in the car. The hearing specialist used a kind of sound meter to see sound
wavelengths being registered by the ear. She (hearing specialist) said both of Lilys ear appeared to be
working perfectly fine.

Vestibular Sense
Lily loves movement. She has always favored a hanging hammock/spandex swing although never
particularly enjoyed rotation. In the beginning she was even fearful of rotation. So we didn't go there
too much. But with her new motor planning and sequencing skills she has mustered up the nerve to
attempt playing with new things like a hanging canvas therapy swing that swivels. After she learned how
to get in and out of the swing by herself (15 mins.) she immediately starting kicking her legs to swing
herself. And then she figured out how to spin. It isn't fast paced but rotation seems to bother her less
now.
Lily loves 'to crash' into soft things like her pillows and especially the soft foam gym complete with a slide
that we purchased especially for stepping ability. We wanted her to master going up and down the stairs. I
would later learn this has to do with bi-lateral coordination which she used to be very weak in. When she
started improving holding one object with one hand and working the object with the other she also
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improved on going up and down the stairs. It is no longer one step at a time. Her legs work in unison as
well as her arms. She is climbing up ladders now and realizing their presence means a diﬀerent level of
understanding. At infancy when she was just beginning to walk Lily had a poor ability to self protect
herself when falling. This improved as her reaction time decreased. She catches herself now. And
generally releases whatever is in her hands when falling.
Lily rocks. Mostly to her favorite music if when she is singing her abcs or another song. When she rocks
it generally accompanies some ryhthematic activity. She never rocks out of anger or frustration. And
never does it seem like there is a place where she is going other than where she is. It's just a self
stimulatory calming technique she has used since infancy.
Lily also does a good deal of grinding her teeth and 'hand flapping' when she is excited. She is excited a
great deal of the time. She does these things when she is happy. It is the language she uses instead of the
words we use. It's almost like a form of self expression or sign language. She uses her hands less now and
the behavior has migrated to her legs with bouncing, to grinding her teeth, to needing pressure as sensory
input to help regulate her conditioning for proprioception. It changes as her needs do with diﬀerent
environments.
Lily does not have a problem with fear of heights or the vestibular activity itself. Her anxiety stims from
being unable to get into or out of a situation by herself. I took note of this when Lily was a baby getting
in and out of the bathtub. We have a relatively large bathtub. A combination of self regulation problems
and transitioning made the action of getting in the tub a comparison to a vault of flames. By redirecting
her attention to something else during the actual transition like blowing bubbles--gave her time to see and
feel what it was like to be in the big girl tub. Then it became automatic. The same goes for most all
equipment Lily has had to get in or on. Her tricycle was a challenge. Every riding toy with wheels before
that was a task also. This was to do with motor planning and the sequencing and the inability for Lily to
draw her leg over an object and sit on it all in one fluid movement. After she succeeded with a stationary
bouncy donkey the task of putting over her leg she immediately generalized it to other toys in the house.
Suddenly, she realized what fun she could have out of toys she never gave a thought to. She started riding
her riding toys. She began sitting on bouncy balls and bouncing by herself with good balance. She started
mounting her trike although she still finds it diﬃcult to reach the seat. She is now riding in a wagon.
Getting in and out all by herself which is why I think she limited herself by not playing with it before.
She climbs in a vehicle now (with assistance).
Vestibular input does overall positive eﬀects for Lily as it reads in all the literature. It calms her and helps
her to focus. She isn't as unbalanced emotionally as she used to be.
Her eye movements have not been looked at by an OT to my knowledge to study Nystagmus duration after
rotation. And Lily wasn't too fond of rotation to begin with you might remember. Lily does visually stim
I know this for fact. I watch her eye movements when she turns a book page or if a line of bubbles passes
her line of sight just right. But it is not to the point of over compulsion. It goes hand in hand with her
hand movements and sometimes grinding. As an infant she would obsess over opening and closing doors
of things and spinning wheels. She might open and close a door now but she moves on. When she sees a
wheel to a car she takes note and rolls the car along the floor as it's meant to go. Lily particularly loves
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her ipad because it combines the visual sense with auditory, two of her most heightened senses. She can
memorize the script, visually stim to the graphics (knowing whets next is part of the fun) and listen to the
music and sing along all in one setting. This is one of the ways we noticed she was memorizing music.
Quickly. She also memorized the patterns of things and where they are which has made it easy for her to
navigate a Dynavox, ipad or just about any electronic device. Currently she is navigating a speech therapy
application that is meant for therapist use. It is flash cards. She watched me once and took over.
Lily has never had a problem with eye contact. Although, in the beginning there was less. My husband
came home every day from work and wanted nothing more than for Lily to notice he had come home. It
wasn't that she didn't acknowledge him, she just went about it in a diﬀerent way. Now she runs to him
with so much joy her entire being screams, "Daddy's home!" And I hear words come out that sound like
it. Floortime played a crucial role in getting Lily to not only be engage but to engage others. She now
seeks out eye contact and is visibly upset if you don't notice her attempts.
When it comes to Lily and posture it is improving. As a baby Lily hardly crossed the midline and
maintained a W position for seating. With little help from me she would self correct herself to a leg
forward position and cross the legs. Now she sits in a way that allows maximum body movement.
Lily has fantastic balance. It wasn't always this way but it is now. The only area her balance truly lacks is
when she is moving down or up the stairs or from one uneven surface to another. As I mentioned earlier,
newly acquired gym equipment supplies the need of her practicing going up and down uneven surfaces.
We were told once Lily has poor muscle tone but since then and at the age of 3 I believe that has changed in
my personal opinion. She has been walking and using her body more.
Once upon a time I think Lily did have gravitational insecurity. She didnt like others to pick her up (feet
leaving ground) but this was at a baby stage. She would also get carsick and vomit nearly every car ride.
Slowly but surely she grew out of this. She eats and drinks in the car although she might still track trees
with her eyes while it is moving. It no longer gets her sick. She allows her speech therapist and OT to
pick her up as well as other family members. She is quite the social butterfly saying hi to strangers on any
occasion.
When it comes to hand & eye coordination her skills varies. Interestingly enough she has an amazing
amount of dexterity with electronics such as a communication device, ipad or iPhone. She has no
problem isolating her digits to use a touch screen with accuracy. She can drag and drop but does not use
the pinch feature. When it comes to physical objects in the 3 D world of space it us diﬀerent. She gains
skills and without constant use of those skills might lose them. An example might be the connect 4 game
she mastered finally. We had the original size and got a large oversized one to make the fine motor skill
easier to succeed in doing. We slowed everything down and repeated it until she got it. Then without
every day practice because we thought we mastered it, she lost the skill. With that she lost her ability to
put coins in her piggy bank also. She became rusty with her puzzle pieces also. These are all the same
type of movements. It generalized itself into many areas. So persistence is key with Lily. She has gained
her ability to put the connect 4 pieces in. She has started putting coins in the pig again and puzzle pieces
are fitting in nicely.
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Lily is able to track a ball. She rolls and throws one well and with intentional direction. She hasn't
mastered the art of kicking it yet but that is partly to do with bi-lateral coordination skills developing.
She understands the concept of hitting the ball with the bat. We put the ball in the ground and she hits it
like this most comfortably.
Lily motor plans her way through the game of basketball and gets in basketball in the hoop most all of the
time.
Her timing is improving as she can sit on a swinging glider swing and toss beanbags into a stationary
bucket.

Proprioceptive Sense
When Lily was younger she seemed to tire easily. At one point we thought it was a side eﬀect of Mito
disease. Thankfully, we have ruled that out almost completely. As far as her activity level is concerned Lily
is full of energy these days. More wound up than the little girl that used to tire walking around the yard.
But I find if Lily misses a supplement for whatever reason which is rare, her energy level is decreased.
One of the major problems we struggle with now is her attention span. She is improving and beginning to
sit for extended periods of time to play games with her sister. But depending on environmental factors
this can change day to day. In therapy she may be darting from room to room and unable to focus clearly
because of the excitement of being there. You can apply that to any situation. Lily pays more attention
to language and the details with aspirations of repeating and has a greater ability to wait for things she
wants right away. She watches my mouth make sounds and attempts to make them, her favorite in the
mirror. She knows I am asking her to watch and repeat.
Her attention span is what made learning sign language so diﬃcult over and beyond the motor planning
involved. But it is improving in such a way it can be taught easier now. There is an understanding now
that wasn't present before. It has prevented her from getting the proper testing that she needs from
both OT and Speech therapies since day 1.
Lily has always shown emotion and aﬀection toward us as parents and myself as her mother. There was never
a time that I felt distant like she wasn't returning the love that was being oﬀered. She used to display
aﬀection in a diﬀerent way. Before there were as many hugs as there are now there was rough housing
play on the floor wrestling. Before Lily could direct her attention towards any activity for any length of
time there were hiding games carefully placed on our heads to get Lily to maintain contact with us. Lily
used pressure on her back by backing up against us of by pressing her forehead against us or ours. This
was the way she used to hug and kiss. Now she does all four.
Facial expressions are becoming more pronounced. Little mischievous looks do not go unnoticed. Lily
has a vivid show of emotions and empathy for her sister when she hurts herself and cries or upset. She
certainly knows emotions. She displays emotion and can read them.
Eating ski"s have varied throughout her life. Lily had a poor latch at birth although quickly got down
breast feeding with practice. Lily threw up a lot even before she started eating solids before texture was
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even considered. She was slow to hold her own bottle and feed herself once she weaned. Picking up
finger foods was not a priority. She didn't particularly seem to want to pick up anything and feed herself.
And then she discovered Cheetos. At first when you handed her a little bowl she would pick up the
Cheeto take a bite and drop it on the floor with no motor planning for another next bite. This progressed
into now eating a bite and placing it back in its container. She even picks up bowls of food and glasses of
liquid and walks them around to other areas of the room. Lily did gag on foods when beginning solids
especially. She would often spit them up too. Now that I think back on it it was mostly mixed textures.
Creamy textures with chunks. She didn't seem to mind spicier foods either with bold flavors.
Lily now has a good diet. She still prefers some things over others that aren't the healthiest choice like
chicken nuggets. She has started to enjoy foods like cheeseburgers with everything on them. She eats
smooth and crunchy foods. She even likes soup with a collection of diﬀerent textures all in the same bite.
If it is a food she doesn't like I doubt it is the texture as it is the taste anymore.
Sme" or the Olfactory Sense is a topic I am not entirely sure of. I know Lily used to smell some of her toys as
a baby. Lily still has a tactile thing where she touches some types of objects to her upper lip to
understand them better. She smells flowers when we talk about their fragrance as I pick them in the yard
and put them in her wagon while I roll she and her sister about. So she is aware what the word smell is
and how to do it. Some smells are noxious to her like cigarette smoke, which she is hardly around, and
something as simple as watermelon. She once smelled one type of food while another was in front of her
and that unsettled her. But who wouldn't be bothered by that?
Taste or the Gustatory sense is another topic I am not entirely sure of. When it comes to mealtime Lily
was always hard to try new foods as I will get into under the Tactile Sense. She seems to be under
responsive to taste if anything because of her
choice of well seasoned tasty foods.
Visual Perception is another category I know
little about. When looking at a diagram in the
book entitled Frames of Reference for Pediatric
Occupational therapy, it calls upon some good
points. Visual perception is a developmental
process. Without the underlying basis of a
strong structure of oculomotor control, visual
fields, and visual acuity you cannot focus your
attention accurately to a pinpointed object in a
world of objects. Everything above it suﬀers if
it is not integrated properly.
At one point we thought Lily had a problem
with depth of perception. At infancy she skipped crawling altogether. The little she did was with hesitant
movements. Her gait was wide when she began walking. When she would step oﬀ of uneven surfaces
inches oﬀ the floor made her look down like she was staring into a canyon. I always thought it might
have aﬀected her eyesight in the early years having skipped this crawling step. It's like skipping an entire
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dimension of tiny objects that you are meant to explore. It might even have much to do with why her
attention span lacks duration.
Purposeful Activity falls into the same motor planning and sequencing category that pretend play does.
Most all purposeful activities require steps and planning ideation & praxis before you follow through with
the doing. As other senses integrate and she grows into new levels so will meaningful actions. Lily has
meaningful intent in everything she does. From expressive language, pointing, vocalizing and bringing us
to objects she wants...she can label objects in a book and sight read books while we read them to her. She
uses the words she can say into made up meaningful short sentences that are situation appropriate. She
wants us to know how brilliant she is.

Sensory Modulation & Sensory Discrimination
Sensory modulation has much to do with how Lily and her attention span plays out. It is also the reasoning
behind her self regulation problems and inability to focus her attention on the tasks at hand. Lily still
has a hard time engaging with who she needs to where she needs to on a daily basis. It is hard for her to
follow through with commands and answer questions because she can not focus her attention on one
thing at a time depending on the environment. A trip to the grocery store might be eventful or the walk
back to the car from therapy might be a problem of Lily decides she would rather check out the garden
instead. She is beginning to learn self-regulation and what the word 'no' means. But it can be a challenge
to get her back on track if she has her mind set on something else.
Sensory Discrimination involves many diﬀerent levels that I honestly am not sure about. Lily seems to
know where touch is coming from and can identify that touch on her body where ever it might be. Her
overall body awareness representing Somatosensory, Proprioceptive, Vestibular and Visual discrimination
used to be poor. I only decipher this from the way she reacted overall to sensory stimuli and her ability to
move her body through space at the time. These areas have all improved. She better knows her body
because she better uses her body now. She experiments with gravity and play things/equipment where
this would never have happened before. She drinks out of an open cup and knows the weight of the glass
bringing it smoothly to her mouth and drinking, setting it gently back on the floor without spilling. Not
spilling the liquid is judging weight and distance. This is part of the somatosensory process. It is
improving.
Auditory discrimination, allowing us to diﬀerentiate the sounds we speak in speech might follow or precede
her childhood apraxia of speech.

Indicators of Dysfunction in a Sensory Modulation: Sensory Over-Responsivity
Sensory modulation describes the way which an individual responds to sensory stimuli in the
environment. The areas which I think apply to Lily bring Over-Responsive to Sensory Modulation as
as follows:
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Touch-Sensory Modulation-Over-Responsivity
Lily used to be much more bothered so by some textures and elements of clothing such as long sleeves.
We've gotten past that. She still does not like her shoes on unless socks are on with them but that might
be a sequencing thing instead of tactile. Lily is over responsive to getting her hair brushed and at times
the inside of her mouth as well. It's hard getting a toothbrush in there but other items are easier. Lily is
more interested and over aware of texture rather than bothered by it. Things like pine straw, sand, rocks
and grass intrigue Lily. They become visual candy when accompanied with the manipulation of her
fingers. She doesn't seem to mind getting her hands dirty. But something like the feel of rain hitting her
skin from a place she can't pinpoint will send her oﬀ into a fight or flight moment. Unexpected touch is
startling in that degree.
Auditory-Sensory Modulation-Over-Responsivity
Sounds distress Lily that she can not manipulate. Loud sounds that over power something she is trying to
hear might anger or bother her. She hears everything at the same time is what I like to tell people. She
can hear a familiar song from a favorite toy far away from the point of where she should be able to hear it.
Her impeccable hearing is a gift to have except it interrupts her life. Lily can not finish something
without constantly being interrupted by the familiar sounds of life. She loses focus and her mind and
body wanders to whatever that sound might be. In large rooms of crowded places that are unfamiliar to
her Lily might be frightened by loud noises.
Visual-Sensory Modulation-Over-Responsivity
Lily is not over responsive to the visual sense in a way that she has an exaggerated response to input in a
negative way. If anything her over responsive behavior is displayed with visual stimming and body
movements she has no control over.
Proprioception-Sensory Modulation-Over-Responsivity
Lily hesitates to use her upper body for physical activities. She only avoids climbing activities out of a
lack to do so possibly because of body strength vs. not wanting to follow through. She doesn't particularly
hang from objects.
Vestibular-Sensory Modulation-Over-Responsivity
Lily is not fond of fast rotation.
Sme"-Sensory Modulation-Over-Responsivity
Some ordinary smells like watermelon have been known to make Lily nauseous.

Taste-Sensory Modulation-Over-Responsivity
I don't think taste is much of an issue as texture. But never anything to the point of apprehension.
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Indicators of Dysfunction in a Sensory Modulation: Sensory Under-Responsitivity
The areas which I think apply to Lily bring Under-Responsive to Sensory Modulation as as follows:
Auditory-Sensory Modulation-Under-Responsivity
This is an interesting feature Lily has because she is very over-responsive to sound in a way that it is not
directed so I say she is under-responsive as well. Her auditory perception does not always have a subject
to determine what it's focus is.
Visual-Sensory Modulation-Under-Responsivity
Again, it is goal-direction that limits Lily and her ability to respond to stimuli when presented to her.
Because she does not always focus on the task at hand I say she is under responsive to stimuli at times.
Proprioception-Sensory Modulation-Under-Responsivity
I think Lily has a weak grasp only because she hardly uses her upper body for play activities such as
hanging from items and playground/therapy equipment. This had much to do with her performance with
fine motor skills also. She is slow to get onto things such as bicycles and items that require mounting or
steps to take in a sequential fashion to use the thing in mention. Lily seems to do grading the force on
objects well such as a heavy weight glass full of liquid. She sets it down and picks it up without spilling.
Taste-Sensory Modulation-Under-Responsivity
I only say Lily may be under responsive to taste by the way that she doesn't mind some spicier foods or
things with flavor rather.

Indicators of Dysfunction in Sensory Modulation: a Sensory Seeker
Here are the areas that I feel apply to Lily being a Sensory Seeker
Touch-Sensory Seeker
Lily loves tactile objects. This is why she doesn't mind textures on her hands because she likes feeling
them. If you give her a pile of flash cards she immediately might become lost in the cards themselves vs.
what the cards display. The same goes for a pile of crayons or Chalk. The first sense that strikes her is a
visual one. She likes the many of objects. She seeks out the visual nature and feeling of many objects in
front of her. From grains of sand to leaves of grass, rocks and everything in between.

Auditory-Sensory Seeker
Lily seeks auditory noises for the sake of hearing them to learn the sound they are making in most cases.
Lily used to rewind episodes of her favorite Elmo TV until she had it completely memorized. Same for
music. As an infant she made the 'singing' sounds as I mentioned earlier on.
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Visual-Sensory Seeker
This goes hand in hand with tactile. Most things Lily gets caught up on visually are things she touches.
Except for television images. Lily loves flash cards especially lots of them strewn about. She has
outgrown the preoccupation she used to have with opening and closing things and turning and spinning
them. She enjoys lights. She likes knowing what is going to happen with a particular graphic on her iPad
and ,making it repeat. Often I see her stim visually to movement if something catches her eye just right.
It has to be an object with an appealing quality about itself or a situation where she can predict what will
happen next. This is a sort of way Lily plays with herself.
Proprioception-Sensory Seeker
Lily is a sensory seeker in the way she likes falling on her soft areas of her play room. We have areas
specifically designed for it. She loves her ball pit and would jump on a trampoline all day if you let her.
She might be considered clumsy because her movements do not look entirely fluid as her sisters. But she
is becoming more graceful every day. She likes hiding in tunnels and small spaces she can squeeze her
body into.
Vestibular-Sensory Seeker
Like I said before Lily is a sensory seeker. She loves swinging in every direction. She is just getting her
direction with rotation. She loves jumping, running and movement in general. When Lily is excited she
is moving. Lily is always excited. Lily would rather be moving than sitting still. One of her weaknesses
this in such it creates a darting like behavior which makes it diﬃcult for her to be tested accurately
because of her short attention span.
Taste-Sensory Seeker
I say Lily is a sensory seeker for taste but am not sure if eating chalk applies to this if not. Lily has a little
pica when it comes to chalk. Crayons used to palatable also but her tastes gave changed. She knows she
isn't supposed to eat it, she even sets "no eat". But she just can't help but sneak a bite during chalk time.
She's learning how to spit it out. Just this past week she has built up a tolerance for avoiding eating chalk.
She is beginning to color in objects with chalk now but she's still sneaking in bites before she says, "no
eat".

Indicators of Dysfunction in Sensory Discrimination
The function of sensory discrimination is the ability to use motor memories to guide planned
movements. I know Lily has problems planning motor actions not just because of following sequences
but also because it's hard for her to use the skills she's learned when she needs them.

Touch/proprioception-Sensory Discrimination
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Lily reaches for objects inside of things without looking to grasp them successfully. Possibly why she loses
some skills like connect 4 in her inability to feel where an object is placed in her hand and how to
manipulate it from there.
Visual-Sensory Discrimination
Lily has problems focusing and following fast moving objects if you don't start slow so she knows what
she is watching for. These are physical objects.
Proprioception-Sensory Discrimination
Lily is getting better with timing activities like I mentioned before. She does not seem to have a problem
grading pressure with writing instruments. Her extension against gravity is poor on the upper half of her
body. She has always had decreased core stability but this has improved tremendously since therapy. She
balances beautifully now. She doesn't tire as easily anymore. Her overall body position has improved on
the way she manipulates it through space. She has the self-esteem it takes to motivate herself through
tunnels and narrow spaces moving her body backwards and forwards into positions like never before.
Vestibular-Sensory Discrimination
Lily is in constantly moving. She sat in the w position before she self corrected herself with little help
from me. Lily still falls over easily doing something like going up or down stairs where there are diﬀerent
levels to the walking space. Lily is just getting to where she coordinates both sides of her body nicely
using her legs in a sequential way going up and down stairs. She jumps very well with both feet
simonateously. Her OT has even noted how well she does this skill. She is learning to catch a ball and
doing well with it. She throws a ball quite nicely but it varies. Lily is climbing ladders now also which
shows an integration of this sense is coming along. Lily primarily uses her right hand as a dominant one
but she switches. I am not positive if she has right-le( confusion. As previously noted, Lily had problems
sequencing tasks also.

Self-regulation
Self-Regulation has always been the most bothersome disadvantage of autism. It is her only enemy. It
keeps her from experiencing things in a fresh way on a silver platter in the light of day. One day she might
be willing to explore the world because she enjoys her environment the next day the rain may be the end
to a beautiful day by ruining it with a meltdown because of the way it darts against her skin.
Lily has grown from the little girl who would throw up after a beat or two of crying to hardly gagging at
all now when upset. She regulates herself when upset now quite well. Except that she is nonverbal some
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temperaments have shown themselves such as anger that would otherwise not be there with a verbal
child. If Lily is
opposed to going
inside after swinging
outside she might
fight me. She has
pulled my hair and
scratched at me on
several occasions. But
lately she has been a
joy to bring inside. She
follows even when she
disagrees. She fusses
and whines a bit but
holds my hand in a
way that says 'ok
mom, let's go get a
pop'. But then again
this varies.

Diagram 4
Self-Esteem is what is opening Lily up to the world around her. Each time she
completes a new task she beams. On the other side of the spectrum when she sees her sister complete an
easy task that is diﬃcult for her to do is it visible the disappointment on her face. Lily is a very happy
little girl so this says a lot about how she must feel about herself despite her set backs for the time being.
Play is an area I used to
be worried about. Lily
Without adequate sensory integration of the senses Self-regulation cannot occur without inadequacies.
would find more
purpose in the tactile
pleasure she could get from an object or it's visual use. If it played music or sounds she might be more
interested in the sounds then using the object 'as intended'. Lily has grown from turning the pages of a
book to feeding her dolls pretend food. She puts the baby in the stroller in her dollhouse as though she
can really see what the object is now she is holding. It isn't in bits and pieces anymore, a thing with
wheels. It's a stroller and a baby. And she knows where it goes. She will push a truck and make car noises
in an eﬀort to play alongside her sister. But she would much rather play with people rather than objects.
I find this a good sign.

Play, Self-care & Social Participation
Lily has evolved from her simple ritualistic play strategies to a more dramatic sequenced kind of child's
play. If she had to choose between dolls and a game of peek a boo she would more than likely choose the
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latter. She loves people more than things even though she can get caught up in the things that distract
her sensory over and under responsiveness. Like I mentioned before, teaching Lily to play with things
used to involve more steps. When we would get a new toy in the past it would have to be modeled for
her. Once her sister demonstrated its use Lily would follow suit if she felt it something she could do or
might like to try. Lily now takes the initiative to play with a new novel toy and figure it out. She also
watches and models her sister on a daily basis. Lily is beginning to play using her upper body strength
which is something she has never really experimented with before. A swinging trapeze bar never took oﬀ
with Lily. Ladders are now becoming something she aims herself toward when one catches her eye.
Lily enjoys books. This is another source of play. Personally I think she enjoys memorizing the sequence
and the details. I think this is why she can sight read. Lily loves electronics and memorizes not only
where most menus are located on them but most all sounds that come out of them also.
Lily not only mimicks her sister she plays with her sister. It is no longer just parallel play although that
still does happen. They play together and talk together in the language that everyone said twins have as
babies. Maggie missed that with her sister. And she's taking advantage of it now. They talk together in a
way I can't talk to either one of them myself. It's pure understanding.
Lily is a nonverbal social butterfly. She's missing only her voice when it comes to conversation. Most of
her body language and 'stims' are a result of her inability to speak. I think once her voice is found and she
hears herself she will have less of the need to talk with her hands. She will be too busy learning how to
use her words to form the sentences she needs to communicate.
When it comes to peer interaction I have watched Lily on several occasions go up to personally greet and
physically touch children her own age. She also looks to adults for attention. It is important to her that
you make note of her and make eye contact. It is her way of saying hello. Lily used to be the opposite.
When we would be approached by a new group of people Lily might push against me for sensory input
because of a feeling of insecurity. She might begin crying in such a way that was inconsolable making it
inevitable that we leave wherever we might be. She needed her space. And needed to confront the new
situation rather than it confront her. Lily used to be passive in the way that you would have to initiated
the play or saying hello. Now Lily notices everyone entering and exiting an area and aims to greet each
one. She notices everything. The insecurity is vanishing. Except maybe in doctors oﬃces where she
might hear other children crying. But that's a naturally uncomfortable situation where sound sets you up
for the mood.
Lily approaches children and people to play and for social interaction. She responds positively to most
friendly overtures. She is very responsive to nonverbal cues such as facial expressions of emotion
especially sadness. She follows body language beautifully particularly facial expression because of her
inability to speak.
Lily does however have a hard time taking turns right now. She is learning the concept but because her
sister occasionally snatches toys from her as her motor skills are slower it frustrates her to wait for her
turn. She is learning what the word Wait means. It means you're going to get it but in a minute you are.
She knows there's a positive outcome. The actual waiting is getting easier. She even says "wait" now.
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Self-help ski"s are evolving along with everything else. Lily knows what brushing her hair is. There are
times she doesn't mind and times she does (tactile). She does pick up a brush and self grooms herself
albeit a little uncoordinated right now. She has just gotten to the point where she will allow hats on her
head again. She puts on a hat (missing sometimes) and puts it on me too. She knows socks come before
shoes and she lays her sock on her foot to demonstrate this. She can not put on her own socks yet. Nor
her shoes. She helps me take her arms in and out of her shirts. She guides her own legs into her pants,
socks, and shoes.
Lily is drinking out of an open cup now. She is using a spoon and while I gave been writing this for you
has figured out how to get yogurt on her spoon. She has learned how to scoop. Toilet training is at a
standstill right now. She knows what Poo Poo means. And Pee Pee. She even says, "bye bye poo poo"
after I said it once to be cute! After a bath when she has an accident she whines like she's made a mistake
so I know she kinda gets it. I reassure her by saying, "uh oh! Gotta go tee tee/pee pee!" Considering her
motor planning and sense of timing I know it will improve with time. We have put up visual PECS
symbols that follow a potty training sequence in the bathroom for reference.

Postural-Ocular Control & Praxis
Lily had always had a slower reaction time in response to activities in the sense of 'what to do next'. She
might hesitate at each step it takes to complete a task if it is something that is not automatic. Postural
control emerges as an individual develops the fluidity of smooth movement. If Lily has had a slower
reaction time then it might be the result of the above. It might explain her lack of exploring her
environment earlier on when she first began occupational therapy. She never stops exploring now.
Praxis has been the focal point of therapy for some time now. Setting up obstacle courses or activities
that require schema are something we do as often as possible to promote Lily to develop her own
problem solving ideas and figure things out. If praxis allows us to adapt to new and novel situations then
it also plays a major role in Lilys self regulation also. Without praxis and the ability to adapt to change we
create an uncomfortable environment which escalates to self regulation issues. If praxis involves three
diﬀerent aspects of dyspraxia: ideational dyspraxia, diﬃculty planning, and poor execution then Lily
might fall into any of the three. I know Lily has ideas and concepts. But I also know something isn't
registering because of integration malfunction.
Motor planning is the bridge between ideation and execution. I am not certain all the time whether Lily
has a problem with the actual concept or the executing. I know she had ideas she can't follow through
with. Similar to her speech where she has ideas and words she would like to express and say but she can't.
But sometimes I wonder if it is also the idea in general that she is lacking in certain areas like pretend
play. The same goes for therapy equipment or toys she may be unfamiliar with. Motor planning is one of
Lilys biggest obstacles. Every day there is progress. Her motor planning shows strategy by using self help
skills by obtaining a step stool to get a desired item from a higher shelf or turn a light switch on. She
shows incredible promise.
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As I mentioned before there are skills Lily has lost such as her ability to stack blocks. She could stack a
tower of blocks any size of any number of blocks. Then it disappeared. I am not sure if it is motor
planning or her lack of desire to do the task because she used to and she now fails. She may simply need
more motivation.

Bilateral Integration & Sequencing
Lily used to show her decrease of ability in bilateral coordination by not catching herself when she fell. I'm
not sure if it was the lack of the self protect skill or the inability to follow through with it. She used to
have a hard time holding books or playing with toys similar to a Fisher Price See and Say. Anything that
required one hand to hold while the other worked was diﬃcult. This has changed. She us now holding
and working both hands in unison.
Lily used to draw circles. This is a skill that is no longer dominant. She still draws circles but not on
command like she used to. The skill is harder to achieve now like the loss of the connect 4 game. She us
still marking with pens, crayons and chalk, markers, pencils, paint and any other medium we can find.
Mostly straight up to down marks right now are what she chooses to draw naturally. I have seen her draw
horizontal lines before.
Sequencing is closely related to motor planning issues. Her inability to carry out some actions might be due
to sequencing problems. Before Lily ever attended a day of therapy I taught her how to purposefully play
with a toy car and push it down a car ramp. The steps were: pick up the car, put it on the ramp, push the
car down. Lily did not understand it this way. We learned it backwards. I held the car a little ways up the
ramp (from the bottom up) and would release it from there. After many repetitions in this spot Lily
followed. Then we moved it up halfway up the ramp and repeated the same as above. Lily repeated also.
Finally I put the car at the top. Lily would push it down to the bottom. After many times repeating this
step Lily picked the car up and put it on the ramp. Then she pushed it down all by herself. She did it. All
in a day. Maybe two. This is how she learns everything. In steps. Bigger steps now.

Indicators of Dysfunction in Somatodyspraxia
This is a child's ability to complete new or complex motor tasks. It is all about Ideation. Creation,
conceptualization and following through.
Ideation-Somatodyspraxia
One of my daughters main diﬃculties is conceptualizing a goal for action. She struggles to complete new
motor tasks like using a ladder to then go into a playhouse and then go down the slide. She sees up. She
sees the ladder. She sees the slide. She can't put them together. They are puzzle pieces just like autism.
But on the other hand, Lily might see a headband in her stuﬀed dog (life size) and then put it on herself or
me. Or maybe she takes oﬀ my hat from my head to try it on herself and model me. So it's happening.
Lily is beginning to work more with multi-step play.
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Motor planning-Somatodyspraxia
This is where riding a bicycle comes into play. Lily has diﬃculty learning new motor planning tasks. If it's
new and she is uncomfortable she will approach and avoid the situation and repeat until comfortable. A
good example was recently getting into her fathers car. There are steps to take to do this. It's a relatively
high up car so there is a step bar to raise yourself up, on and in. So there's one step. Lily had to step on
and oﬀ this (with my help) using all limbs until she was comfortable with just that step. Approach. Avoid.
Then up to the floorboard was a second step, sitting position then down again. We repeated this.
Approach. Avoid. Then finally onto the seat. Then she had it. No more hesitation. No more avoidance.
You can apply this to most novel situations. But she always ends in succeeding. I make sure of that. Lily
tends to play in a point A to point B fashion. For example, she might be sliding down her indoor foam
slide and after getting to the bottom say, "2 babies" in reference to 2 babies in a basket in front of the
slide. She likes to repeat this as though it's part of the game/playing process. She might be playing peek a
boo and need the sameness of going to the exact same spot each time to start. She might need to touch
an object as part of the process of playing.
Execution-Somatodyspraxia
Lily is not always graceful at certain movements but she gets the job done. Going up and down stairs is
iﬀy. Being able to better sequence her legs in unison has helped and her legs feel stronger than they used
to.

Indicators of dysfunction in Bilateral Integration and Sequencing.
Vestibular-Bilateral Integration & Sequencing
I know my daughter has problems with sequencing. I know she had problems with bilateral coordination
and still does because the eﬀort to make coordinated movements can still seem stiﬀ. She loses skills. She
also loses fluidity at times. I am not an Occupational Therapist so I can't tell you if she is holding her
body the appropriate way or crossing the midline as she should. I can tell you she has poor use of upper
body strength for things like a trapeze or holding onto rings suspended. This could be due to grasp. She
has great balance except on uneven planes. She has a hard time sitting still or standing still period. She
jumps perfectly. Is learning to catch a ball. Can throw a ball. She does have delayed preference for a hand.
She used to have a hard time holding an object with one hand and working it with the other.
Proprioception-Bilateral Integration & Sequencing
Lily us learning how to grade force during ball play. She is getting great at putting a basketball into a
basketball hoop which requires careful consideration even though she is walking it in rather than
throwing it. She is also improving on throwing a ball and grading the distance in between herself and the
subject. When rolling a ball Lily does a great job at stopping the ball in front of her at just the right time.
She watches, learns and repeats the rythems of her environment. Lily used to fatigue more easily than she
does now. Maybe this is a clue that she is holding her body in such a way that doesn't exert extreme stress
so that her energy has a better reserve now.
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Because Liky missed a major milestone such as crawling she didn't have the opportunity to strengthen her
wrists in a fashion for later devolving milestones to happen on time. While teaching her walking skills
and walking her about the house I could feel her wrists grind and creak most days. This disappeared with
time. Maybe is contributed to her weak fine motor skills and grasping ability also keeping her from using
her upper body for play activities.
Oscular motor-Bilateral Integration & Sequencing
I noticed when Lily was a baby her eyes would cross often. Generally when an object was in front of
another for focus purposes I imagine (like the lens if a camera). I always wondered if during that time Lily
had depth of perception problems because of her hesitant nature of going down elevated surfaces also.
Oral motor-Bilateral Integration & Sequencing
This is where apraxia comes into play. Lily can not blow a whistle, although she tries to imitate the
gesture with airflow passing from her nose. Lily can not blow bubbles but she is beginning to purse her
lips together to do so. I just witnessed her use her tongue the other day to remove food from her upper
palette. On a normal occasion if food were to get stuck she would use her hands to get it out, or try to
and get upset gagging out of panic. I would have to help. Lily can not lick her lips. Sadly I realized this
much later than I wish I had as one day I noticed her wiping her mouth repeatedly with her arm to rid
her lips of food. I suddenly put two and two together. Her excessive chapped lips were another sign. I
felt horrible. How did I not notice this? Luckily, for the time being Lily is fond of Chapstick.

Indicators of Dysfunction in Visual Perception & Visual Motor Ski"s
This would be the inability to use vision to direct hand and body movements. Could this be why Lily has
a hard time placing coins in a slot? She often gets confused of the orientation of the coin and how it us
supposed to go in, much like her foot in her shoe.
Visual form and space perception
We have been more consistent with teaching labeling and receptive/expressive language skills rather than
matching shapes so this is a field we can explore later. Matching shapes or objects is unfamiliar territory.
Although Lily can pick out the same kinds of things via picture and object.
Figure ground perception
As you might recollect I mentioned Lily and her ability to pick out particular asked for cards out of many
on the floor. I don't think she has issues finding objects in a distracting background. Maybe when you
combine the tactile element it might be more confusing.
Visual motor integration
Lily used to draw a circle on cue and dots. She has lost her ability to draw a circle on cue but still can
draw them at will when she can recollect that memorized motor skill to do so. Lily is drawing vertical
lines right now but she has drawn horizontal ones before.
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Visual Spatial abilities
Lily is learning how to judge the speed of moving objects better both in a moving position and sitting or
standing still.

Touch
Lily is not as sensitive to touch as she used to be. She is more aware of her body now so she better knows
where it is coming from also. Brushing her hair used to be a 3 ringed circus. Just three days ago she wore
a bow in her hair for the first time since she had hair. That was major. She is allowing me to brush her
half without a fight too. It seems to vary with the time of day sometimes.
Lily does not object to any particular texture. She likes exploring when it comes to her hands. She is ver
ticklish. She loves to be tickled so she does not dislike touch. But that is expected touch. Unexpected
touch is no diﬀerent than the average individual that would be taken back by something unexpected.
Lily loves pressure. This is part of her proprioceptive needs but also to do with touch and how it feels. I
think it's awareness of her body and the pressure itself that is calming to her. She centers this pressure
around her forehead, back and likes to push with her legs.
Lily used to not be able to fall asleep next to me if I was touching her too much and invading her space.
She also did not like to be covered with a blanket. The past few months she has found it hard to fall
asleep without human touch. She now sleeps covered with a blanket. This has made a complete turn
around. Lily loves and craves human attention and aﬀection.

Speech & Language
Speech and language fall into the Auditory Sense. This is where the soul of Lilys world is ever changing.
Most of her anxiety in life stims from being unable to expressively communicate her receptive ideas and
desires. She lives in a body with a mind that has a mouth taped shut and wants nothing more than to
open the windows and let the light in. She has ideas. She has words. She just can't find her way out of
her mind.
When Lily was less than a year old I can remember a look my mother gave me as I said something that to
this day I am unsure of why I said it. I watched Lily walk on her knees and I innocently said without
thinking, "I can't see Lily walking across the floor." I just said it as a passing thought like it wasn't a big
deal but I didn't realize what I was saying. Lily did walk. She walks and runs and jumps and twirls just like
a little girl. Because she is a little girl. It is hard for me to imagine Lily telling me she likes strawberries, or
would like to go outside on the swing to play. But she will. She will speak one day.
You might remember the Floortime Method I spoke of previously. In the next pages I will be answering
questions from a book called The Aﬀect-Based Language Curriculum (ABLC). It covers Social/Emotional
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A description of the ABLC program from the Introduction of The Aﬀect-Based Learning Curriculum
follows:
"The ABLC program includes a number of components. It presents the communication and
language ski"s or capacities that a child should master by a certain age. These ski"s or capacities
are grouped according to what should be expected in the first nine months of life, the second nine
months, and so forth. These ski"s and capacities embrace more than receptive and expressive
language. They include the foundations of communication and language, and the building blocks of
using language functiona"y and meaningfu"y. Therefore, they include the capacity for engagement
and proverbal interactive gesturing, including aﬀect signaling and pragmatics, as we" as
imitation. Embedded in these foundation building ski"s are the capacities for semantics and
grammar, as we" as early levels of creative and reflective thinking."

I hope you will have a better understanding of what Lily is capable of after reading through the next
notes.

Lily has a gift
Lily has a gift. She has lived inside herself for a long time. She is 3 years old and already knows the
meaning of life. She can answer the question, "Who am I?" without words but instead know the meaning.
She knows the meaning of life is to live a meaningful life. But living a meaningful life means expressing
yourself and your feelings. Lily has a gift. Lily is a gift. She is my gift. If I could return that gift it
would be a box wrapped up and inside it would be a voice. But not just any voice--Lily's voice. So she
could share her gift with the world.
Lily is finding her voice. And when she does she will say, "My name is Lily. Autism does not define me. I
define autism."
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Language
Using outlines from
The Affect-Based Language Curriculum (ABLC)
developed by Stanley I. Greenspan, MD

LANGUAGE NOTES: LILY

Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date: March 19, 2014
Level B (9 to 16 Months): Engagement/
Co-Regulation/Pragmatics

CHECKLIST
LEVEL B: 9 to 16 Months
Engagement/Co-Regulation/Pragmatics
The items in this section into the following groups:
1. Basic shared attention, engagement, and two-way purposeful gestural interaction (Items 1–3)
2. Problem-solving interactions:
a. Simple single-step (items 4–11)
b. Multi-step (items 12–19)
ACTIVITY

YES/NO

1. Does the child engage and share attention
during play with you and objects for 1 +
minutes without engaging in self-absorption
and/or self-stimulatory behaviors?
Engage the child in a simple pleasurable game
such as peek-a-boo, bubbles, ball, or horsy. Does
the child relate to you by looking directly at you,
looking out of the corner of her eye, lean against
you, or motion in such a way as to indicate
involvement or participation?
2. Does the child engage in back-and-forth
exchanges between herself and the caregiver
at least several times in a row?
(cause and effect)
Engage in activities such as those suggested for
item #1 and see if you can get the back-and-forth
exchange of emotional signals, such as a smile,
frown, vocalization (react to your sounds with
sounds of their own), or produce motor gestures,
such as hand you a ball or move the body to
indicate wanting the activity to continue (suddenly
stop playing horsy or rowing your boat and see if
the child continues the movement), or activate a
simple toy, such as push down on the top of a toy
that will spin, light up, or play music.

Yes

3. Does the child initiate any interaction?
Put out enticing toys and make yourself available
and wait for the child to make the
toward the caregiver or toy.

Yes

4. Does the child raise her arms when she
wants to be picked up after you’ve started the
interaction and stopped to see what the child
will do?**
Play the ‘‘airplane game’’ (pick the child up in
your arms and move back and forth like an
airplane), ‘‘up an down’’ (lift the child up and
down), or dance with the child in your arms. Then
put the child down on the
raises her arms to gesture to be picked up.

Yes

*O in the chart means occasionally.

O

COMMENTS
The only self-stimulatory behaviors that Lily might
do while playing with myself or her sister is handflapping or grinding her teeth. She might rock
also if she is listening to music. She uses her legs
to lift herself off the floor to replace the motion
with her hands sometimes also.

Yes

Lily initiates interactions by bringing objects to us
or by bringing us to the objects. She is now
becoming more vocal as well.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date: March 19, 2014
Level B (9 to 16 Months): Engagement/
Co-Regulation/Pragmatics

ACTIVITY

YES/NO

5. Does the child wave ‘‘Hi’’ or wave ‘‘Bye?’’**
Have the child sit near the caregiver while the
other caregiver is behind a door. Have the
caregiver behind the door open it and wave, ‘‘Hi.’’
Wait for the child to respond. To elicit wave
‘‘Bye,’’ have the second caregiver walk out of the
room.
6. Does the child shake her head ‘‘No’’?**
Offer the child something she doesn’t like, such
as a distasteful food or a not-so-favorite toy to
see if the child will shake her head ‘‘no.’’

Yes

7. Does the child point?** Take the child’s
favorite object and place it just out of her reach.
Encourage her to ‘‘point’’ to get your attention. If
the child is not responding, playfully pretending to
take the object yourself might motivate the child
to ‘‘point.’’ Please indicate if the child uses the
entire hand, several
‘‘point.’’
8. Does the child make a choice when offered
two toys?
Offer the child one toy she really likes and one
she doesn’t really care for. Pass the toy back and
forth between your hands slowly. Then offer both
in an enticing way to see if the child will reach
(‘‘choose’’) one.

Yes

9. Does the child express what she ‘‘wants’’
with sounds or words?
Take a favorite toy or object and play with it
slightly out of the child’s reach. Wait to see if the
child will produce sounds, words, or a manual
sign to express ‘‘want.’’

Yes

10. Does the child signal that she wants the
activity to continue (e.g., ‘‘more’’)?
Once the child is engaged in a pleasurable
activity, stop the activity and note if she
expresses ‘‘more’’ with sounds, words, or manual
signs.
11. Does the child signal that she wants the
activity to end by stating or signaling ‘‘all
done’’?
Do this by caregiver report if at all possible so as
not to intentionally subject the child to something
unpleasurable.

Yes

12. Does the child search for something that
was just removed from her
(object permanence)?
Engage the child with something very motivating
and then hide the object in one of your hands.
Encourage the child to
holds the object. The object could also be placed
under a box on the table or in any other type of
container that can conceal the object.

Yes

*O in the chart means occasionally.

O

DO or CR*

COMMENTS

Yes

Lily was delayed with her pointing
skills. Before she could point she
would choose objects we would
present to her by selecting them
from our hands.

Yes

Lily can say 'more' but has
problems with articulation. She
can sign 'more' also.

Yes
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date: March 19, 2014
Level B (9 to 16 Months): Engagement/
Co-Regulation/Pragmatics

ACTIVITY

YES/NO

13. Does the child manipulate the object the
way it was intended?
Offer the child simple toys such as a phone or a
hat or a ball and watch to see if the child will
bring the receiver to her ear, put the hat on her
head, or throw, roll, or push the ball, etc.

Yes

14. Does the child take your hand to show
you what she wants?
Place an enticing object within the child’s visual
—out of reach) and
gesture by reaching out with your arms extended
and offer ‘‘help.’’

Yes

15. Does the child initiate dependency or
closeness with you or another caregiver?
How does the child let you know that she wants
to be close, for example, coming to sit in your lap,
seeking you out.

Yes

She seeks out most family members and friends.

16. Does the child initiate fun and pleasurable
interactions?
Make yourself enticingly available but don’t offer
to start to do anything. Wait to see if the child will
bring over a toy or ball or initiate a physical
contact interaction such as roughhouse play.

Yes

Lily favors games like peek a boo and hide and
seek.

17. Does the child initiate curiosity and
assertiveness?
Engage in an activity by yourself and note if the
child comes over to see what you’re doing. Note
if the child purposefully explores things in the
room or purposefully explores a single object.

Yes

If you are playing an activity by yourself Lily will
immediately come over and see what you are
doing. This is a tactic we use often to get Lily to
focus on a task at hand to practice a target skill.

18. Does the child show anger in a purposeful
manner (not tantrums)?
This item must be done by caregiver report. Note
if the child uses an angry face or body language,
such as foot stomping, or angry vocalizations
when she’s mad.

Yes

19. Does the child convey fear to the caregiver?
This item must be done by caregiver report. Note
if the child is able to go to the caregiver to get
‘‘protection.’’

Yes

*O in the chart means occasionally.

O

Yes

COMMENTS
I say yes and no to this question. Lily now plays
with things the way they were intended. Items
that are more tactile might be another story. She
might find something like Connect 4 confusing if
too many tiles are on the floor at one time
distracting her from putting the tiles in the board.
She might be more interested in playing with the
tiles instead. But this is partly tactile and also
because she knows it is a difficult fine motor skill
to accomplish.
Lily did this before she could do anything else.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date: March 13, 2014
Level B (9 to 16 Months): Imitation

CHECKLIST
LEVEL B: 9 to 16 Months
Imitation
ACTIVITY

Y/N

O

COMMENTS

1. Does the child imitate movements, which
incorporate the head, trunk, arms, or legs that
you have already observed her do?
Take an inventory of movements the child has
made with any part of the body. Start with a
simple movement that appeared to be motivating
for the child and present it in an appealing and
engaging manner. Ask the child to do the
movement.
2. Does the child imitate movements that
incorporate the head, trunk, arms, or legs that
you have not observed her do?
Start with an easy movement that the child would
be able to see herself do, such as ‘‘clap.’’ Do the
movement and encourage the child to imitate you.
Generally, the larger body movements that can be
easily observed by the child are the easiest for
her.
3. Does the child imitate movements that
incorporate a toy?
Take a toy, such as a car, and push it. Encourage
the child to do what you have just done. As you
play with the child, observe if she imitates any
movement you’ve made such as put a ball on the
spot where it needs to be hit with the hammer,
immediately after the caregiver has done so.

Yes

Yes

Lily is doing this much more now than ever before.
If I make a truck move across the floor she
imitates me and follows. She will feed a doll in the
same fashion. She does this with motor planning
body movements also. Just today she imitated
going up a ladder after her therapist did so and
she was successful (doing it all by herself).

4. Does the child imitate movements that
incorporate an object that is not a toy?
Take a hat and put it on your head. Encourage
the child to do what you did with the hat.

Yes

Lily has taken my hat from me on several
occasions and started putting it on her head and
also back on mine.

5. Does the child imitate movements that go
along with a song or
?
Select a song that is typically accompanied by
hand gestures such as, ‘‘If you’re happy and you
know it,’’ ‘‘The wheels on the bus,’’ or ‘‘Eensy
spider.’’ After you have made one of the obvious
gestures suggested by the song, such as ‘‘clap,’’
‘‘beep-beep,’’ or ‘‘spider,’’ encourage the child to
imitate you.
6. Does the child imitate non-speech movements of the lips or tongue that are already in
her repertoire?
Take an inventory of the movements the child has
made where there is no accompanying sound,
such as ‘‘stick tongue out’’ or ‘‘make a kiss.’’ The
caregiver should make this movement with the
lips or tongue and encourage the child to imitate.

Yes

*O in the chart means occasionally.

Yes

Yes

Lily will imitate movements will her hands and
other body parts especially to songs that
incorporate body movement like "Head,
Shoulders, Knees, Toes". Lily might be able to do
this sometimes but not all the time depending on
environment and stimuli present. She still has
receptive information. She may just not be able to
recall it when needed.

Yes

Again Lily imitates movements spontaneously to
show imitation. When we make a game out of it it
is more likely successful. But in a therapy
environment away from her natural surroundings
she may not imitate body movements on
command.

She can and will repeat but not always on cue. A
mirror helps tremendously.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica
ACTIVITY

Date: March 19, 2014
Level B (9 to 16 Months): Imitation
Y/N

7. Does the child imitate non-speech movements of the lips or tongue that are not in her
repertoire?
Select a movement with the lips that the child has
not been observed to make, such as ‘‘pucker,’’ or
a movement with the tongue that the child hasn’t
made, such as ‘‘click.’’ Encourage the child to
imitate these movements.
8. Does the child imitate any vowel sounds?
One of the easiest vowels for the child to
pronounce is ‘‘ah.’’ Start with this sound and
encourage the child to imitate it. At this level, it
might be helpful to present a vowel for imitation
that you’ve heard the child make. Other vowels
that are fairly easy are ‘‘ee,’’ ‘‘o,’’ and ‘‘oo.’’

Yes

9. Does the child imitate any consonant
sounds?
Here again, you might want to start with a
consonant that you’ve heard the child make. Next,
try a consonant that is made with the lips, such as
‘‘b,’’ ‘‘p,’’ or ‘‘m,’’ since the child can easily ‘‘see’’
the production of this sound.

Yes

10. Does the child imitate any combinations of
consonant and vowel sounds?
Begin with any series that you’ve heard the child
make. Then move on to simple combinations with
‘‘easy’’ vowels and consonants, such as ‘‘b,’’ ‘‘p,’’
or ‘‘m’’ and ‘‘ah’’ or ‘‘t,’’ ‘‘d,’’ ‘‘n,’’ and ‘‘ah’’ (e.g.,
‘‘bah’’, ‘‘mah’’, etc.).

Yes

11. Does the child imitate any environmental
or animal sounds?
This activity should be done with the toys
associated with the sounds, such as while
pushing a vehicle say, ‘‘vroom,’’ or with a farm
animal say, ‘‘moo.’’
12. Does the child imitate any words?
Begin with words that you’ve heard the child say.
Then go on to words that would be motivating to
the child that would depend on her interests. At
this level, it is important to note exactly which
sounds in the word the child is able to imitate.

Yes

13. Does the child blow bubbles?
Encourage the child to blow bubbles after the
caregiver gives a demonstration. Have a variety
of bubble blowing-toys available (see Appendix
D). Note if the child is able to pucker her lips or if
the lips are
to repeat (sequence) this movement.

No

14. Does the child blow whistles?
Encourage the child to blow a variety of whistles
that have different shaped mouthpieces (see the
Oral-Motor Appendix) after the caregiver gives a
demonstration. Note how many times the child is
able to blow the same whistle. Note if the child
places the whistle between her teeth or lips.

No

*O in the chart means occasionally.

O

Yes

COMMENTS
Lily attempts to imitate more frequently now than
she used to. She has better focus to do so now.
She will not always do things on cue when you
need her to for therapy purposes. She does
attempt to make sounds and tongue movements
with me that are newly introduced especially in
front of a mirror.

Lily is doing this much more frequently now while
listening to me narrate her life for her. She will
pick out the most important word and repeat it.
Sometimes under her breath.

Yes

Yes

Lily has blown bubbles before but it is not a
comfertable motor skill that she can do without
thinking about it. She also has a hard time
blowing her nose. In fact, she gets her nosed
confused with blowing and blows through her nose
to blow bubbles instead of the mouth at times.
Other times she softly blows through the mouth.
I have many different types of whistles that Lily
has had the opportunity to try. There is a variation
of mouth pieces to choose from . She is unable to
position her mouth and also blow at the same
time. She will not leave her mouth on the
mouthpiece long enough to give it a blow.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date: March 19, 2014
Level B (9 to 16 Months): Receptive Language

CHECKLIST
LEVEL B: 9 to 16 Months
Receptive Language
ACTIVITY

Y/N

O

COMMENTS

1. Does the child turn and locate a sound,
such as a ringing bell, when rung six inches
behind the left and right ears?
When the child is seated and looking at a
caregiver or a toy in front of her, quietly move
behind the child so that you’re six inches from one
ear and ring a bell. Repeat this procedure with the
other ear. Always make sure that the child does
not see the person who will ring the bell.

Yes

2. Does the child turn and look at you when
her name is called?
Once the child is engaged with a toy and not
looking at you, call the child’s name to see if she’ll
turn and look towards you. You should be 12 to
18 inches away from the child

Yes

3. Does the child respond to, ‘‘Where’s
Mommy/Daddy/caregiver?’’ when that person
is within the child’s direct line of vision?
Ask the child, for example, ‘‘Where’s Mommy?’’
when mother is clearly visible to the child (e.g., at
the dinner table). The child must move his
eyes/head so that he’s looking or pointing directly
at the person being named.

Yes

This answer varies though. Lily will say, "Momma"
when I walk through the door but sometimes when
physically asked, "Where's mamma?" and I'm right
beside her she might not respond right away.
Other times she does respond. I'm not sure if it's
the language or if it is just a delay in response
sometimes.

4. Does the child respond to ‘‘Come,’’ ‘‘Sit,’’
‘‘Stand?’’ When the child is with one adult, have
another adult who’s several feet away say,
‘‘Come.’’ Once the child comes over or is near
you, ask the child to ‘‘Sit’’ (chair or
the child is seated, ask the child to ‘‘Stand.’’

Yes

Lily helps me get her clothes on and follows
directions when I ask her to sit down or stand up
or put her leg in her pants, arm in her sleeve, etc.

5. Does the child respond to ‘‘Where is. . .,’’
‘‘Show me. . .,’’ ‘‘Get the. . .’’ when two objects
are placed in front of her?
Hold or place two toys in front of the child and
say, ‘‘Where is ______?’’ With some children, you
may need to make sure that one of the objects is
not strongly preferred over the other so that she’ll
respond to the request rather than to her desire to
merely obtain that special object.

Yes

6. Does the child respond to ‘‘Where is. . .,’’
‘‘Show me. . .,’’ ‘‘Get the. . ..’’ when three
objects are placed in front of her?
Hold or place three toys in front of the child and
say, ‘‘Where is ______?’’ With some children, you
may need to make sure that one of the objects is
not strongly preferred over the other so that she’ll
respond to the request rather than to her desire to
merely obtain that special object.

Yes

*O in the chart means occasionally.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica
ACTIVITY

Date: March 19, 2014
Level B (9 to 16 Months): Receptive Language
Y/N

O

COMMENTS

7. Does the child enjoy looking at pictures in a
simple book for at least a minute?
Sit with the child with a book, name the simple
items and turn the pages. Is the child able to
remain seated, looking at the pictures?

Yes

7a. Does the child point to a picture of an
obvious object in a simple book?
While looking at the pictures in a book, ask him to
‘‘Show. . .,’’ ‘‘Point to. . ..,’’ or ‘‘Where’s the. . .?’’

Yes

8. Does the child attend to music?
Present a toy that makes music and note her
response. You may elicit this response by singing
a simple song such as ‘‘Eensy Spider.’’ The
parents may also note the child’s response at
home to children’s videos, CDs, or TV shows that
have music.
9. Does the child point to at least two different
parts of the body?
Ask the child to show you a speci
body, such as ‘‘hair.’’ For some children, it may be
easier for them to
/identify a part of the body
on the caregiver or a doll. Also, it may be easier
for the child to
can readily see on themselves, such as the foot,
but not the eye.

Yes

Music is a way that Lily can communicate
language easier than speaking it.

Yes

Lily can point to several parts of the body on
herself, on other people, and on toys. She can
even speak the words, "eyes", "nose", "mouth",
"ear", "hair", "toes".....

10. Does the child demonstrate understanding
of ‘‘All done,’’ ‘‘More,’’ and ‘‘Hi/Bye?’’ Create a
situation where it would be appropriate to say, ‘‘All
done,’’ such as a musical toy or a snack. Observe
the child’s response to your commenting, ‘‘All
done’’ at the appropriate time. Capitalize at this
time to elicit comprehension of ‘‘More?’’ because
the child may begin to signal that they want the
music or the snack to continue rather than stop.
For ‘‘Hi/Bye,’’ note the child’s response to these
words as they enter and exit the room.

Yes

Lily can sign "finish" and "more". She can say
finish with pretty good articulation. She usually
sign "more" more than she says it. She says "Hi"
and "How are ya?" is the newest phrase. She
says "Bye Bye", "Hi" and "Hello". She has paired
"Hello" with talking on the phone now (from
pretend play games and real life) and she says,
"hello" everytime the phone rings now.

*O in the chart means occasionally.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date: March 19, 2014
Level B (9 to 16 Months): Expressive Language

CHECKLIST
LEVEL B: 9 to 16 Months
Expressive Language
To evaluate these skills, the person could make observations from a 30-minute play session where the
child would be encouraged to demonstrate ‘‘vocal/verbal’’ skills. The caregiver could jot down what the
child said and/or make a tape recording to be analyzed after the evaluation. If the person is not a family
member, she should also ask the parents what the child has said at home since the child may be more
verbal at home.
ACTIVITY

Y/N

1. Does the child produce vowels?
2. Does the child produce consonants?
3. Does the child combine consonants and
vowels?
4. Does the child produce intelligible
environmental or animal sounds?

Yes

5. Does the child produce words?

Yes
Yes

6. Does the child produce any signs?

O

COMMENTS

Yes
Yes
Yes

Signs produced are "more", "finished", "sunshine",
"milk" "butterfly" "fish" "heart" "wish" "music"

Examples of the most precisely pronounced words:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Duck, Mamma, Daddy, Ma Ma, Da Da, Bee, Ladybug, Bellybutton, car, eat, eggs, banana, wait, finished, sissy
Dog, cat, ball, eye, hair, nose, mouth, ear, Me Me, rainbow, door, out, on, off, up, down, there, over, whale
Slide, ride, swing, jump, Look, key, milk, juice, yogurt (yo), peach, pear, carrot, potato, little, alright, yeah, yay
Lily, "I did it", "peek a boo", "I see you", hiding, eating, sleep, shoes, tree, leaf, boat, go, stop, pop

5.
6.
*Very important to take note that Lily is now producing sentences like never before. She is using words that are in her repertoire
that she can already produce and putting them together into meaningful sentences that are situation appropriate. Such as saying
"Door, out(side)". She is saying that you use the door to go out. Or outside is outside the door. "Dog over there" and "Dog hiding"
are two other examples. Lily is asking me for things with her language right now also. She is requesting juice by pointing and
saying "Juice". Her language has made huge bounds this past month. The words above are in no way shape or form the many that
she has produced. These are only words she uses quite often and ones I can recall right now.

*O in the chart means occasionally.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date:

March 13, 2014
Level C (16 to 24 Months):
Engagement and Pragmatics

CHECKLIST
LEVEL C: 16 to 24 Months
Engagement/Co-Regulated Reciprocal Interactions/Pragmatics
At this level, the tasks have been divided into four subcategories:
Category 1:
— Functional manipulation of an object
— Imitative pretend play
— Pretend and symbolic play

Category 3:
— Multisensory tasks (vision, motor/motor
planning, and auditory)

Category 2:
— Back-and-forth/closing circles of
communication
— Co-regulated reciprocal interactions

Category 4:
— Pragmatics

Note: The items within each category are arranged in a hierarchy from the tasks that emerge closer to 12
months to the ones that emerge closer to 24 months.
ACTIVITY
Category 1: Functional, Pretend, and
Symbolic Play
1. Does the child use play materials functionally when playing with caregiver or with a
doll?
Put out a doll, puppet or stuffed animal that is
appealing to the child and have simple common
objects that can be used with the doll, such as a
phone, bottle, brush. Observe if the child uses
the objects with the doll/adult or the doll in a
manner that represents the object’s function.
2. Does the child enjoy a variety of toys and
use them functionally?
Will the child place a train on the tracks and push
it along, or put a car in a garage, or push a button
to make something pop up?
3. Does the child imitate play patterns or
schemes as a prelude to symbolic play?
Can the child imitate hugging and kissing a doll,
putting the doll to sleep, feeding the doll, etc.?
4. Does the child combine objects in play that
employ spatial concepts?
Can the child put a doll in the chair or in a bed?
5. Does the child engage in pretend play and
produce vocalizations or words while doing
so?
Offer the child a doll, puppet, or animal and
props, such as a hat and glasses. See if the child
can initiate a pretend scenario between the doll
and the props. Note whether the child is
vocalizing or talking while doing so.

*O in the chart means occasionally.

YES/NO

O

COMMENTS

Yes

Yes

Yes

This is just starting to happen. Lily is setting up
her figures in such a way she is being careful of
orientation. She brushes her talking horse. And
shows concern over her crying babies.

Yes

Lily has recently put her dollhouse baby doll in a
high chair to imitate life. She models her sister.

Yes

When she plays with her puppets or stuffed
animals/plastic animals, she will make appropriate
animal noises.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

ACTIVITY

Date:

March 19, 2014
Level C (16 to 24 Months):
Engagement and Pragmatics

YES/NO

O

COMMENTS

Category 2: Back-and-Forth and Co-Regulated
Reciprocal Interactions
1. Does the child initiate back-and-forth interaction?
Make yourself available to the child in the context
of what they’re doing and are interested in. For
example, if the child is pushing a car, move your
leg over to see if she’ll move the car up and down
your leg. The adult will then move the car up and
down the leg and wait for the child to continue the
back-and-forth movement with the car.

Yes

2. Does the child initiate playful interactions
with the caregivers and older siblings?
Make yourself available and enticing, e.g., put a
funny, preferred toy on your head or show it to
the child and put it in your pocket while tempting
the child. Observe whether the child will attempt
to get the object and continue to play the game
by putting it on their head or inside their shirt.

Yes

3. Does the child sustain playful interactions
for more than 20 back-and-forths (circles of
communication) with:
a. Adult?
b. A peer?
Engage the child in a fun interaction, such as
described in #2 of this category, and see if the
child can maintain the back-and-forth at least 20
times.
4. Does the child communicate with the caregiver in a way that elicits protection?
Get this information by caregiver report, e.g., will
the child hide behind her legs when an intrusive
person approaches?

Yes

5. Does the child ‘‘show’’ or ‘‘give’’ an object
with the intent of eliciting engagement with
the caregiver?
This item can be by caregiver report, e.g., will the
child go off and bring back objects to show the
adult and elicit interaction?

Yes

6. Does the child use back-and-forth
communication with gestures and reciprocity
to regulate themselves and to in
behavior of the caregiver?
When the child is about to behave aggressively
or mischievously, see if the adult’s facial
expressions, voice, and body posture (without
physical restraints) can help the child alter her
actions. Also, can the child use gestures to alter
your actions (e.g., when the family member is
talking on the phone, can the child use
rather than a tantrum or becoming demanding to
get your attention?) Another situation would be
when the caregiver is talking with another adult
and excluding the child: is the child able to enter
into this interaction without yelling or becoming
demanding?

Yes

*O in the chart means occasionally.

Lily plays very well with her sister. She initiates
much of the play.

Yes

One of Lilys gifts is her ability to speak with her
body language and expression on her face. Her
eyes and movement say things her mouth can't.
She can say, "come and chase me", or "I'm just
being silly" all with a smirk of the mouth and a
twitch of her eyes.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date:

Level C (16 to 24 Months):
Engagement and Pragmatics

ACTIVITY

YES/NO

7. Does the child sustain playful interactions
for at least 30 back-and-forths?
Engage the child in a similar situation as
described in #6 and see if you can sustain the
back-and-forths at least 30 times.

Yes

8. Does the child lead the caregiver to a
desired object?
This can be done by caregiver report.
9. Does the child sustain a continuous,
pleasurable
-and-forth exchanges
for at least ten minutes?
Engage the child in a pleasurable activity that
requires her to close the circles of communication
and see how long she can sustain the
interactions.

March 19, 2014

O

COMMENTS

Yes
Yes

Remembering that constant back and forth
communication occurs depending on the
environment and any stimulus that might be
impacting her both positively or negatively.

Yes

In a visual-spatial/motor planning sense Lily can
easily get a toy from inside your shirt or off your
head.

Category 3: Multisensory Tasks
1. Does the child use vision, auditory, motor,
and social skills during playful interactions?
As you’re having a playful interaction (as
described in Category 2, #2), see how many
sensory capacities your child is using
spontaneously
Visual-Spatial and Motor Planning: Search
for the toy in your pocket or look and get it off
your head.
Auditory: The adult will hide the toy without the
child being able to watch where it’s being placed.
The adult will then provide simple instructions,
such as ‘‘look on head’’ or ‘‘look in shirt,’’ which
the child will have to listen to.
Vocal/Verbal: The adult will say, with
enthusiasm, ‘‘What do you want?’’ to encourage
the child to vocalize or verbalize. Note if the child
uses a gesture or photo to augment her
vocal/verbalizations.
2. Does the child combine words when confronted with different types of tasks along
with vision-motor skills during playful interactions?
As you’re engaged in a playful interaction (as
described in #1 above), see if the child can
respond when the tasks are made a bit more
challenging.
Visual-Spatial and Motor Planning: Place the
desired object in a less obvious location, such as
hiding a truck under the rug or placing the cookie
in a cupboard.
Auditory: Place the object in a location where
the child is unable to see it. Then provide the
auditory cues such as, ‘‘truck is under the rug’’ or
‘‘cookie is in the cupboard.’’
Vocal/Verbal: This time ask the child, ‘‘What
do you need?’’ or ‘‘Where is it?’’ Again, note if the
child supplements her words with signs or use of
picture symbols.

*O in the chart means occasionally.

In an Auditory sense if you ask Lily to go and get
a toy on the other side of the room or hide it and
tell her where it is she is likely to get it if she is
engaged.
Vocal/Verbal: If the game is something Lily really
enjoys like being picked up and danced around,
Lily will say "Up" if she's asked what she wants to
do. She will also reply to other questions with
words she can easily say like "slide" or "jump" if
she is asked which would she like to do.

Yes

Lily uses language when engaged and usually
language that she already says fluently is what
she uses the most during play. Words like "up"
and "down" are universal so they can be attached
to any game being played to promote her to
vocalize them. Lily will use words like, "uh oh" if
she can't find something.
Our family dog was outside on our back porch and
as he disappeared onto the patio Lily said, "Dog
hiding". Then after we asked her, "Where was the
dog hiding?" She responded, "Way over there"
and "outside".
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

ACTIVITY

Date:

March 19, 2014
Level C (16 to 24 Months):
Engagement and Pragmatics

YES/NO

O

DO/CR*

COMMENTS

Category 4: Pragmatics
1. Does the child use words during back-andforth interaction?
Engage the child in a pleasurable activity with
back-and-forths and see if the child uses any
words or word approximations.

Yes

2. Does the child wake with a communicative
call?
This will be done by caregiver report. When the
child wakes up, does she call out with a
vocalization or word, not a scream, which
indicates she wants the parent to come?

Yes

3. Does the child vocalize back and forth with
other children?
This item is to be done by caregiver report.
4. Does the child request assistance from the
adult?
This item can be done by caregiver report.
Examples can be when the child can’t open
something or turn it on and she asks for ‘‘help.’’

Yes

Games like picking Lily up and
down she will use the words "Up"
and "Down", Any words that she
is familiar with using can be
applied to any game and she
might use them.
Lily is always communicative but
doesn't always verbalize it. She
wakes up in a good mood most
every morning and looks to see if I
am there. She checks for her
sister because they jump in bed in
the morning together.
Lily is starting to repeat things her
sister is saying also or at least the
key words.

Yes

5. Does the child use words to protest?
This item can be done by caregiver report. When
upset, does the child say ‘‘no,’’ ‘‘stop,’’ ‘‘all done,’’
etc.?
6. Does the child combine two words to make
a request, to respond to an adult or peer, or to
make a comment?
This item can be done by taking a sample of what
the child says and deciding the function of each
word. At this level, the child will use
communication to demonstrate curiosity, e.g.,
‘‘What’s that?’’ and to verbalize several different
needs, such as wanting something, anger, to
answer a question and to make comments about
what’s going on around her.

Yes

Not all the time but Lily will
certainly say "no" and "mine" if her
sister is taking a toy from her.

Yes

Lily says a few little phrases like
"eat eggs" and "that is old" (in
reference to old food or drink)

7. Does the child begin to have an interactive
conversation where she combines two to
three words at a time in response to the
caregiver’s speech?
Engage the child in a conversation about
something that is actually occurring in that
moment and see if the child can verbally go back
and forth at least two times on a given ‘‘topic.’’

Yes

Lily will finish something she is
trying to accomplish and say, "I
did it". She will also tell me what
food she wants while eating if she
can say it.

*O in the chart means occasionally.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date: March 19, 2014
Level C (16 to 24 Months): Imitation

CHECKLIST
LEVEL C: 16 to 24 Months
Imitation
ACTIVITY

Y/N

O

DO/CR*

COMMENTS

Yes

Lily is starting to repeat even more
words that she says randomly as
she overhears them in
conversation.

3. Does the child imitate words that begin with
a vowel, such as ‘‘open’’ and ‘‘all done.’’?
Create a play situation where it would be
appropriate to say ‘‘open’’ (e.g., door) and model
this word for the child and encourage her to
imitate you.

Yes

Yes but not always.

4. Does the child imitate words overheard in
conversation?
Pay attention if the child imitates anything you say
while you’re talking to the caregiver. This item
may be completed by caregiver report.

Yes

This is emerging.

5. Does the child imitate simple one-syllable
words that begin and end with a simple consonant, such as ‘‘mom’’ and ‘‘home’’?
Create a play situation where one of these would
come up naturally and try to elicit it from the child,
such as having the
playhouse).

Yes

She will sometimes imitate on cue
and others get frustrated and
change the situation.

6. Does the child imitate two syllable words
where the consonants remain the same but
the vowels are different, such as ‘‘mommy’’
and ‘‘bubble’’?
Play bubbles with the child and intermittently try to
elicit the production of the word ‘‘bubbles.’’

Yes

Again depending on Lily's mood
and the environment.

7. Does the child imitate two-word phrases?
Create a favorite enticing play scenario and try to
elicit combinations, such as noun+verb (e.g.,
‘‘baby sleep’’), verb+noun (e.g., ‘‘eat cookie’’),
‘‘more’’ +noun/verb (e.g., ‘‘more tickle’’), ‘‘all
done’’ +noun/verb (e.g., ‘‘all done ball’’), etc. (At
this level, note if the child truly combines the
words or produces two words with a long pause in
between.)

Yes

This is happening more so every
day.

1. Does the child imitate simple single-syllable
words fairly easily?
During the course of the evaluation, write down
which words the child says in imitation of you.
Write down exactly which sounds the child says
for each word.
2. Does the child imitate words that have two
syllables that are the same, such as ‘‘mama’’
and ‘‘dada’’?
While interacting with the child and the caregiver,
encourage the child to say ‘‘mama’’ or ‘‘dada’’
after you during a simple play activity.

*O in the chart means occasionally.

Yes
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica
ACTIVITY
8. Does the child imitate three-word phrases?
Create another very enticing play scenario and try
to elicit combinations, such as ‘‘more’’
+verb+noun (e.g., ‘‘more go car’’), person+noun+
‘‘up’’ (e.g., ‘‘mommy airplane up’’),
person+verb+noun (e.g., ‘‘Lala+sit+chair’’).

*O in the chart means occasionally.

Date: March 19, 2014
Level C (16 to 24 Months): Imitation
Y/N

O

Yes

DO/CR*

COMMENTS
Same as above. My favorite is
"bye bye poo poo".
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date: March 19, 2014
Level C (16 to 24 Months): Receptive Language

CHECKLIST
LEVEL C: 16 to 24 Months
Receptive Language
ACTIVITY

Y/N

O

DO/CR*

COMMENTS

1. Following Directions:
a. Does the child get or point to an object
when presented in a group of four objects
(e.g., ‘‘Where’s the. . .,’’ ‘‘Get the. . .,’’ ‘‘Show
me the. . .,’’)? (Objects need to represent
different categories and patterns of sounds.)
Place four objects on the table, such as bubbles,
car, spoon, and dog. Ask the child to locate one of
the items.

Yes

b. Does the child follow an instruction with
two key words, such as ‘‘give me the ______,’’
‘‘kiss dog,’’ etc.?
Place the four objects on the table and ask the
child to follow instructions that have two key
words. Vary the verbs, such as ‘‘give,’’ ‘‘push,’’
‘‘hit,’’ etc.
c. Does the child follow an instruction with
three key words, such as ‘‘give me ______ and
______?’’
Place four or
child to complete the instructions. The same
nouns and verbs may be used from the previous
task, such as ‘‘kiss car and spoon.’’ Another
example of an instruction at this level would be
‘‘put dog in car.’’
d. Does the child follow a two-part instruction
where the two parts are related to one
another?
Place
child to ‘‘get the cup and give the dog a drink’’ or
‘‘get the spoon and feed the dog.’’

Yes

2. Does the child point to objects within the
same category?
Place four to
following categories and ask the child to ‘‘point to’’
whichever you name: (a) body parts, (b)
household objects, (c) vehicles, (d) toys, (e)
clothing, (f) family members, and (g) animals. At
the beginning of this level, the child may only be
able to identify the object when presented with
objects from a variety of categories (e.g., horse,
car, spoon, Big Bird). By the end of this level, the
child should be able to identify the common
objects when presented with other objects of that
same category (e.g., car, truck, bike, motorcycle).

Yes

*O in the chart means occasionally.

Depending on Lily's attention at
the time asked Lily will do this
task. After vestibular input Lily
tends to do better.

Yes

Yes

Mostly with puppets and dolls.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date: March 19, 2014
Level C (16 to 24 Months): Receptive Language

ACTIVITY

Y/N

3. Does the child point to pictures of objects
listed for #2 above?
Repeat #2, only this time use clear color
photographs presented four at a time.

Yes

4. Does the child understand ‘‘me’’ and
‘‘mine?’’ Put out two sets of any toy and
encourage the child to play with her set as you
play with your set. Stop playing and ask the child
to show you ‘‘mine.’’

Yes

5. Does the child understand simple prepositions, such as ‘‘out,’’ ‘‘in,’’ ‘‘off,’’ and ‘‘on’’?
Take the child’s favorite
a Telletubbie, and a motivating receptacle, such
as a car or box. Ask the child to put the
‘‘in.’’ Later, ask the child to take the
Repeat this series until you’ve had the child
demonstrate knowledge of all four prepositions.

Yes

6. Does the child understand several basic
action words (verbs) with objects?
Again, take out enough
that the child can demonstrate these skills, such
as ‘‘Barney jump’’ or ‘‘Barney sleep,’’ or ‘‘Barney
drink.’’
7. Does the child understand action words
when presented in pictures?
Present a page with three action words on it and
ask the child to point to the picture, such as ‘‘point
to eating.’’

Yes

*O in the chart means occasionally.

O

Yes

DO/CR*

COMMENTS

Flashcards on her ipad hold her
attention better because it's minus
the tactile input.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date: March 19. 2014
Level A (Birth to 9 Months): Expressive Language

CHECKLIST
LEVEL C: 16 to 24 Months
Expressive Language
A tape recorded ‘‘Language Sample’’ must be elicited to provide the necessary information to complete
this checklist. The caregiver and/or therapist must create an enticing and pleasurable play scenario that
would stimulate verbalizations. The therapist then writes down all the words the child produced during the
tape for use in answering the following questions. The caregiver should be consulted to ensure that the
verbalizations elicited on the tape are fully representative of what the child can say.
ACTIVITY

Y/N

1. Spontaneous production of words:
a. Does the child produce between one and
ve words?
b. Does the child produce several dozen
words?
c. Does the child produce 50 words?
The therapist should note which vowels and
consonants the child has produced and in what
kinds of sound environments. As the child gains
control over the production of words, the child
should use less jargon-like vocalizations and
gestures. By the end of this level, the child should
be talking most of the time to communicate. Also,
at this point the child should be learning new
words rapidly, easily, and frequently.
2. Does the child ‘‘sing’’?
Ask the caregiver what the child’s favorite song is
and try to engage the child in singing that song.
This item may need to be completed by caregiver
report.

Yes

3. Does the child vary the pitch of her voice?
This can be evaluated in the Language Sample or
by caregiver report. Note if the child speaks in a
monotone or is able to raise and lower the pitch of
her voice.

Yes

O

Yes

Even if her speech is intelligible
she sounds like she is talking even
though the words are not correctly
being pronounced or the
sentences are not recognized.
Lily started with familiar sentences
with her favorite things like eggs
saying, "eat eggs" at brkfst time.

Yes

5a. Does the child combine two words 75% to
100% of the time?

Yes
No

6. Does the child use pronouns, such as
‘‘me,’’ ‘‘mine,’’ or ‘‘you’’?
7. Does the child produce any adjectives, such
as ‘‘hot,’’ ‘‘wet,’’ ‘‘big,’’ etc.?
8. Does the child produce any simple prepositions, such as ‘‘up,’’ ‘‘in,’’ or ‘‘out’’?

*O in the chart means occasionally.

COMMENTS
Lily is not only producing words
that she already can produce from
her reportoire but she can also put
those words together into
meaningful short sentences to
represent ideas. She is narrating
what things are doing such as her
dog, "Dog hiding" and pointing to
juice asking saying, "juice" to
request it with language. She is
also naming things just to be
naming them as though she is
referencing them just being there
using her words just because she
knows how to say them.
Lily has been able to sing before
she could talk. Before she started
actually saying single words she
could sing them. The same goes
for sentences. She could sing full
length sentences before she could
recite them with a voice intonation.
Before Lily could speak in
sentences she would change the
intonation of her voice as though
she was speaking sentences.

4. Does the child use sentence-like intonational patterns?
5. Does the child combine two words into
short phrases some of the time?

DO/CR*

Yes

Yes

Especially when her sister is
taking a toy.

Yes

Her favorite sentence is "That is
old" everytime she sees old food
or drink lying around.
During play and spontaneously
during movement of objects.
P a g e |9

Yes

9. Does the child produce a few three-word
phrases or sentences?
Continued from last page.....
10. Does the child combine three words about
50% of the time?

*O in the chart means occasionally.

She describes things like
mentioned above and says
sentences like "bye bye poo poo"
or "I did it" or "Peek a boo, I see
you sissy" during play.

No
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date:

March 19, 2014
Level D1 (24 to 36 Months):
Engagement and Pragmatics

CHECKLIST
LEVEL D1: 24 to 36 Months
Engagement/Co-Regulated Reciprocal Interactions/Pragmatics
At this level, the tasks have been divided into four subcategories:
— Pretend and symbolic play

Multisensory tasks (visual-spatial, motor planning and
auditory-verbal)

— Back-and-forth/closing circles of
communication
— Co-regulated reciprocal interactions

Pragmatics

Note: The items within each category are arranged in a hierarchy from the tasks that emerge closer to 24 months
to the ones that emerge closer to 36 months.
ACTIVITY

YES/NO

O

COMMENTS

Category 1: Pretend and Symbolic Play
Lily is just developing the skills that are necessary
to facilitate pretend play. Because her main goals
have included motor planning activities such as
large motor skills with her whole body little
attention has been paid to playing with dolls and
animated scenarios. Lily might feed the baby her
bottle or put the baby in the highchair. She might
push a car and make car noises. But her play
does not include a combination of these things.

1. Does the child combine several ideas in the
pretend play?
Put out appealing characters and other object
props and observe if the child combines two or
more ideas, such as feed the doll and put the doll
to sleep, or take the truck to school and take it
back to the house. Note whether the child
spontaneously initiates the pretend play with the
adult or whether you need to lead the child into
the pretend play.
2. Does the child combine three or more ideas
into an interconnected plot?
Create an enticing array of toys as described in
#1 above and note if the child combines at least
three ideas, such as feed the doll, put the doll to
sleep, and wake up the doll.

No

Not unless the caregiver is creating the scenario.
Lily might repeat a scenario that has already been
established. Much like scripting. She likes to
repeat certain play movements like sliding, then
touching a certain object and repeat it. But it
doesn't always include the element of
overcompulsiveness to repeat a certain action.

Category 2: Back-and-Forth and Co-Regulated
Reciprocal Interactions
1. Does the child sustain a continuous
pleasurable
-and-forth exchanges
for at least 15 minutes?
Engage the child in a pleasurable activity that
requires her to close circles of communication
and see how long she can sustain the
interactions.
2. Does the child sustain a continuous
pleasurable
-and-forth exchanges
for as long as the adult is available (minimum
15 minutes)?
Repeat the elicitation as described in #1 above.

*O in the chart means Occasionally.

Yes

Yes

In most cases Lily would rather the activity never
end. She craves the social/emotional interaction
with people. She will in fact drag you back to the
game if she isn't ready to move on yet.
Sometimes this can interfere with regulation
problems especially when a person has to exit or
leave a place or room.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

ACTIVITY

Date:

March 19, 2014
Level D1 (24 to 36 Months):
Engagement and Pragmatics

O

COMMENTS

3. Does the child interact reciprocally to regulate and elaborate emotional interactions
(major emotional themes) using words and
gestures together?
Put out some play materials and encourage the
child to start some pretend play. The adult should
build on what the child is doing, such as talk for
the doll and ask for a hug or a ride in the car and
see if the child can respond by hugging the doll
or taking it for a ride. Note if the child talks for the
doll.

YES/NO

Yes

I can sit with Lily with a baby doll or a favorite
stuffed animals and talk to her about body parts
on the animals and she will name them and point
to them. I can say the doll is hungry and Lily will
feed the doll or animal. I can say baby wants a
kiss and Lily will kiss or hug or dolly depending on
my wording.

4. Does the child use this capacity for truly
shared pretending where she builds logical
bridges from the other person’s pretend to
her own?
Once the child has accomplished #3 above, see
if the child can add an additional element. For
example, give the doll something to eat and when
the adult responds with, ‘‘I want more to eat,’’ the
child will give the doll more food, which shows
that the child can continue to close circles of
communication in response to an adult.

Yes

If I am feeding a doll I can say the doll is still
hungry or pretend that the doll is saying "I want
more" and Lily will continue to feed the doll. She
will also throw a puppet at me or choose a
particular toy remembering a previous game we
have played (like a certain sound a ferret puppet
might make) and make that sound accordingly
asking me to play by initiating.

Category 3: Multisensory Tasks
1. Does the child use visual-spatial, motor
planning, and auditory-verbal capacities while
elaborating pretend (symbolic) scenarios
during back-and-forth interaction with another
person?
Visual-Spatial and Motor Planning: Once the
child is engaged with the toys, observe whether
the child is able to use visual/spatial and motor
planning skills, such as putting the chairs around
the table and then serve the dolls or put the doll
in the car and drive it to school.
Auditory-Verbal: Note if the child responds
with appropriate play and words when the other
person comments or requests something during
the scenario, e.g., ‘‘What does the doll want to
eat?’’ or ‘‘Where’s the car going?’’

Lily will pretend to cook food or at least go through
the motions of things like stirring or putting bread
in her pretend kitchen oven. Lily might take a
baby from her dollhouse and put it in its highchair.
She will not however go to the next step of
feeding the doll or setting up food from her kitchen
for serving. That requires more steps and motor
planning.

2. Does the child use visual-spatial, motor
planning, and auditory-verbal capacities in
more complex scenarios?
Repeat the play as described in #1 above and
note if the child can add a third or fourth idea to
the scenario, i.e., after serving the dolls, have the
dolls get up from the table and go to the slide.
Auditory-Verbal: Once the child has verbally
responded to the adult’s comment or request as
described in #1 above, see if the child adds a
comment or request or is able to respond to a
‘‘What’s Bob going to do next?’’ type question.

Lily is keeping to single step play right now when
it comes to pretend play. It is simpler ideas that
include things like putting her baby to sleep and
making waking it up. Or simple feeding of a doll.

*O in the chart means Occasionally.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

ACTIVITY

Date:

March 19, 2014
Level D1 (24 to 36 Months):
Engagement and Pragmatics

YES/NO

O

COMMENTS

Category 4: Pragmatics
1. Does the child use a variety of functions,
such as:
Planning: During the back-and-forth context of
a conversation or play scenario, note whether the
child is able to make a plan about what she’s
going to do with herself and/or another person or
what she’s going to do with the toys, e.g., ‘‘I’m
going to take Thomas to the station to see
Percy.’’
Reporting: During a conversation or play, note
whether the child is able to tell you about what
has happened, e.g., ‘‘Johnny fell and hurt
himself.’
Requesting con
During play or a
conversation, does the child ask questions such
as, ‘‘Are we going to the circus today?’’
Commenting: While playing or conversing with
the child, note if she is able to use a wide variety
of sentences to comment, e.g., ‘‘Look at the cool
truck!’’ ‘‘The train is so big!’’ etc.
2. Does the child talk more about other
people?
Note if the child does this during play and/or
conversations.
3. Does the child talk more about the immediate past and imminent future?
Note if the child does this during play and/or
conversations. The adult can ask about these
events, e.g.,‘‘What happened at the zoo?
What did you see?’’ etc. The adult can ask the
child, ‘‘What will you do after school?’’ etc.

No

4. Does the child add to what you’ve just
said?
During play and/or conversation, note if the child
makes a comment related to what you’ve just
said, e.g., [you] ‘‘I really like your new truck.’’
[child] ‘‘I want to take it to the park.’’
5. Does the child know when they are not
clear and are able to make simple changes to
make themselves understood?
During a conversation and/or play, does the child
pick up on when the adult does not understand
and is able to make herself better understood,
e.g., ‘‘We’re going to crash’’; after the adult gives
a quizzical look and comments ‘‘Who’s
crashing?’’ the child can say something like
‘‘Buzz and the truck.’’

No

*O in the chart means Occasionally.

No

This is higher level pretend playing.

Yes

Lily says Daddy and Me Me including myself,
Mommy but does not describe because of her
inability right now.

Yes

If Lily knows we are about to go somewhere she
might say bye bye while getting her shoes and
socks ready.

Yes

If I comment on something with words I know Lily
can say like clearing the table and saying that the
food is old she might reply back that it is indeed
old.
I know when Lily knows she isn't being
understood because she either cries or gets
angry. But she has a hard time correcting her
speech right now.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date: March 19, 2014
Level D1 (24 to 36 Months): Receptive Language

CHECKLIST
LEVEL D1: 24 to 36 Months
Receptive Language
ACTIVITY
1. Does the child follow a two-part instruction
where the two parts are unrelated?
Place four-six objects on the table and request
something like, ‘‘Kiss Elmo and put Oscar in the
house.’’
2. Does the child understand the pronouns
you, her, and me?
Set up a motivating character, e.g., Barney, and
three sets of cookies and plates. Tell the child that
Barney is going to have a snack. Tell the child to
give a cookie to you, then give one to her, and
then give one to you. After this exchange, ask her
where is your cookie, then ask where is my
cookie, and
Repeat this process with the plate.
3. Does the child understand the pronouns he,
she and they?
Present sets of three pictures with the same
action/ location, e.g., car and different people
(one girl/she, one boy/he, and one with a group of
children). Ask the child to show you ‘‘he’’ or ‘‘she’’
or ‘‘they’’ is/are in the car.

Y/N

O

Yes

Yes

4. Does the child understand ‘‘one’’ and ‘‘all’’?
Put out a group of motivating objects, e.g.,
cookies, trains, etc., and ask the child to give you
‘‘just one.’’ Repeat the process, and ask the child
to take ‘‘all’’ the cookies, trains, etc.

Yes

5. Does the child understand simple
adjectives such as big/little, wet/dry, and
hot/cold?
Present big and little toys that are motivating to
the child, e.g., elephants, and ask the child to ‘‘get
the big/ little elephant.’’ Repeat the process with
sets of wet/dry and hot/cold objects. This process
can be done with pictures, too.
6. Does the child identify objects and pictures
by their functions?
Put out an array of
the child to get a toy by its function, e.g., ‘‘What
do we use to wash our hands?’’ Repeat this
process with a group of
objects.
7. Does the child understand on/under?
While playing with the child, ask the child to put
an object ‘‘on’’ or ‘‘under’’ something. Repeat this
with sets of pictures that show the prepositions
‘‘on’’ and ‘‘under.’’
8. Does the child have a receptive vocabulary
of 300 to 1,000 words including a wide variety
of nouns and verbs?
During the week you’re
to think about how many words your child
understands.

Yes

*O in the chart means Occasionally.

COMMENTS
Not always on cue.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Lily knows a brush is to brush hair with. She might
not verbally tell you so.

Yes

Yes

I have no proof of such but I am certain from the
amount of flashcards and naming we have done in
the past.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date: March 19, 2014
Level D1 (24 to 36 Months): Expressive Language

CHECKLIST
LEVEL D1: 24 to 36 Months
Expressive Language
At this level, there are different ways to determine your child’s competencies with these tasks. Mark each
item as follows:
N = Never observed
F = Observed during spontaneous and/or playful interaction with the family
S = Observed during a more structured elicitation.
ACTIVITY

N/F/S

O

COMMENTS

F/S

YES

Lily will say no when she doesn't want to eat a
particular food or go inside from outside playing.

YES

Sometimes depending on Lily's focus and her
engagement.
See above

1. Does the child answer ‘‘yes-no’’ questions?
a. Does the child answer ‘‘yes-no’’ when
asked, ‘‘Do you want a ______?’’
b. Does the child answer ‘‘yes-no’’ when
asked, ‘‘Is this a ______?’’
c. Does the child answer ‘‘yes-no’’ when
asked, ‘‘Is the boy ______ [verb+ing, e.g.,
running]?’’
d. Does the child answer ‘‘yes-no’’ when
asked, ‘‘Does the cow say ______?’’ or ‘‘Do
birds sleep?’’

NO
NO
NO

2. Does the child respond to ‘‘what’’
questions?

YES

a. Object cue: Present enticing objects and
ask, ‘‘What is this?’’
b. Picture cue: Present a picture in a simple
book and ask, ‘‘What is this?’’
c. No cue: Ask the child a ‘‘what’’ question
about something not present, such as,
‘‘What’s in your bedroom?’’
3. Does the child respond to ‘‘where’’
questions?
a. Object cue: Present some motivating toys,
such as Barney in a boat, and ask, ‘‘Where is
Barney?’’ Repeat this task so you can observe
the child’s skill at responding with ‘‘in,’’ ‘‘on,’’
and ‘‘under.’’
b. Picture cue: Follow the elicitation technique
for ‘‘Object cue’’ only this time use pictures in
simple books.
c. No cue: Ask the child about ‘‘where’’
something is that she cannot see, e.g.,
‘‘Where’s Daddy?’’

*O in the chart means Occasionally.

YES

See above

YES

Recently Lily mentioned the placement of where
the dog was and when asked again she answered.
Lily saw her dog outside and said, "Dog hiding" as
he went down into the patio. Then when asked
the question, "Where is the dog?". She said, "Way
over there", pointing to outside. "Out".

NO

YES

YES
YES

See above
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

ACTIVITY

Date: March 19, 2014
Level D1 (24 to 36 Months): Expressive Language

N/F/S

O

YES

running?’’ or any other action you choose.

NO
YES

5. Does the child respond to ‘‘doing’’
questions?
a. Object cue: Present a doll, puppet, or
animal in motion, e.g., running, eating,
jumping, etc., and ask, ‘‘What’s the ______
doing?’’

b. Picture cue: Repeat the activity above using
pictures in a book.

Lily spontaneously says "boy" or "girl" and points
to pictures. She will see a picture of someone she
knows and also call them out by name. When
asked she will sometimes do this on cue but not all
of the time.

YES

b. Picture cue: Repeat the activity, only this
time elicit the responses to the questions
using pictures in a book.
c. No cue: Ask the child a ‘‘who’’ question
about something she cannot see, e.g., ‘‘Who’s
at school?’’

COMMENTS

YES

4. Does the child respond to ‘‘who’’
questions?
a. Object cue: Present several toys and ask,
‘‘Who’s that?’’ Then present more

YES

Lily is just getting to the point where she is
observing things and making comments. She
might watch her sister eat and say, "eating", then
"sissy, eating" She might not tell me if I ask her
what her sister is doing that she is eating just then
though. It depends on if she can remember the
word firstly, then remember how to say the word.

YES

If it is a word she can say she might say it like,
'eating'.

NO

c. No cue: Ask the child a ‘‘doing’’ question
about something she can’t see, e.g., ‘‘What’s
Grandma doing?’’
6. Does the child respond to ‘‘whose’’
questions?
a. Object cue: Present a simple scenario with
‘‘dolls’’ and ask, ‘‘Whose ______ is this?’’
Note if the child uses the [‘s].
b. Picture cue: Repeat the task above, only
this time elicit the response with a picture
from a book (e.g., ‘‘Whose ______ is this?’’)

c. No cue: Ask the child a ‘‘whose’’ question
about something she can’t see, e.g., ‘‘Whose
coat is on the hook?’’

NO
NO

NO

7. Does the child respond to ‘‘which’’
questions?
a. Object cue: Present the child with three
toys and ask, ‘‘Which is the ______?’’
b. Picture cue: Repeat the task above, only
this time use a picture from a book to elicit the
response (e.g., ‘‘Which ______ is this?’’).

c. No cue: Ask the child, for example, ‘‘Which
is in your bedroom—a book or a cookie?’’
8. Does the child state the plural with [s], [z],
or [is/iz] at the end of the word?
While playing with the child, point to a small group
of objects and ask, ‘‘What are these?’’

*O in the chart means Occasionally.

YES
YES

YES
YES

I can ask Lily "which color is green?" and she will
get it right when given options for colors, objects,
etc.
Lily has speech ipad applications that she gets
answers correct with questions that are similar to
this but sometimes I am not sure if she is
memorizing the pattern of answers or the material
itself.
Ipad app

Lily said "eating" for the first time two weeks ago.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica
ACTIVITY

Date: March 19, 2014
Level D1 (24 to 36 Months): Expressive Language
N/F/S

9. Does the child converse on a single topic
about something that is not present using at
least three 3-5-word sentences?
Ask the child to talk with you about a favorite
activity, pet, or sibling and note whether the child
uses at least three 3-5-word sentences. Jot down
what the dialogue was between you and the child.

NO

10. Does the child regularly combine at least
three words into phrases and/or sentences?
Jot down a sample of your child’s three longest
phrases and sentences in this space.

NO

11. Does the child express pronouns?
Play with your child for 20 minutes and note
whether she uses any of the pronouns listed in
the right column. Circle the pronouns that you’ve
heard your child use.

NO

12. Does the child express negation with not,
don’t, or doesn’t?
Engage your child in 20 minutes of play and note
whether she uses any of the above listed words.
Note the words you’ve heard the child say.

NO

13. Does the child tell you about something
she has just done, e.g., ‘‘What did you do at
school?’’ or ‘‘Where did you go?’’ or ‘‘Whom
did you see?’’ and/or something she will do in
the near future, e.g., ‘‘Where will you go?’’ or
‘‘What will you do?’’ or ‘‘Whom will you see?’’
Engage your child in a simple conversation where
these questions would naturally occur and see
whether she can respond to you verbally.

NO

*O in the chart means Occasionally.

O

DO/CR*

COMMENTS

I

You

He

She

They
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date:

March 19, 2014
Level D2 (36 to 48 Months):
Engagement and Pragmatics

CHECKLIST
LEVEL D2: 36 to 48 Months
Engagement/Co-Regulated Reciprocal Interactions/Pragmatics
At this level, the tasks have been divided into four subcategories (the same as Level D1):
— Pretend and symbolic play

— Multisensory tasks (visual-spatial, motor planning
and auditory-verbal)

— Back-and-forth/closing circles of
communication
— Co-regulated reciprocal interactions

— Pragmatics

Note: The items within each category are arranged in a hierarchy from the tasks that emerge closer to
36 months to the ones that emerge closer to 48 months.
ACTIVITY

YES/NO

O

COMMENTS

YES

If a doll is put out for Lily to play with with
necessary play items Lily might brush the dolls
hair, put it to sleep (by also making a shhhhhh
and sometimes saying "sleep"--sound) and feed
the doll also. These are about the same things to
do with a doll but different themes put together in
the same setting. If the items are available the
idea might evolve.

YES

Lily might do this with puppets but only if the
puppet is making an animal noise or she is
feeding it. There has to be some sort of human
touch or personal connection to the toy or else it is
boring. She wouldn't take the toy and go and put
it to bed by herself. She would rather interact with
the human than the puppet.

Category 1: Pretend and Symbolic Play
1. Does the child combine three to four or
more pretend ideas on a theme?
Once the child is engaged in play, note whether
she is able to combine at least three to four
ideas, e.g., sit the doll at the table, bring over a
balloon, put a cake on the table, blow out the
candles.
2. Does the child elaborate with new ideas on
a pretend theme for up to 20 to 30 minutes or
longer using themes that are not directly
related to what might actually occur in her
daily experiences (concrete reality)?
Put out toys such as dinosaurs or a pirate ship
and see if the child can extend her ideas for up to
20 to 30 minutes (e.g., with the pirate ship,
establish the good guys and bad guys, have one
look through the telescope, another swing a
sword, another jump down off the mast,
interspersed with
and dying, etc.).

NO

Category 2: Back-and-Forth and Co-Regulated
Reciprocal Interactions
1. Does the child engage in a continuous
of back-and-forth communication with
pretend play and words as long as the play
partner (adult or peer) is available?
Engage the child in play, e.g., castle with knights
(good and bad guys), weapons, horses, etc., and
see if the child can maintain the continuous
of back-andforth play.

*O in the chart means Occasionally.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date:

March 19, 2014
Level D2 (36 to 48 Months):
Engagement and Pragmatics

ACTIVITY

YES/NO

2. Does the child use this capacity for shared
pretending where she builds bridges between
her ideas and the other person’s ideas or
pretend actions and words?
As you are engaged in the play scenario with the
child, challenge the child to respond to more
abstract question forms, e.g., ‘‘What happened to
the knight?’’ or ‘‘Why did you shoot that guy?’’ or
‘‘How do you know he’s dead?’’

NO

3. Does the child take the initiative to challenge the play partner?
As you are engaged in the play, see if the child
takes the initiative rather than always respond to
your actions, e.g., the child takes the dinosaur
and says, ‘‘I’m going to kill triceratops!’’

NO

O

COMMENTS

Category 3: Multisensory Tasks
1. Does the child use visual-spatial, motor
planning, and auditory-verbal capacities while
elaborating pretend (symbolic) scenarios
during back-and-forth interaction with another
person?
Visual-Spatial and Motor Planning: Once the
child is engaged in the back-and-forth interaction
with you and the toys, note the complexity of
movements she uses to create the scenarios,
e.g., the pirate ducks to avoid getting stabbed
with a sword, the dinosaur is able to swing its tail
to hit the other dinosaur, etc.
Auditory-Verbal: The child talks in sentences
using coordination, ‘‘I’m going to get some stones
and build a wall,’’ and clauses, e.g., ‘‘Since you
took the good airplane, I get the good Buzz
Lightyear.’’

NO

Category 4: Pragmatics
1. Does the child increase the variety of purposes of communication to include, inform
and report what they have done?
While conversing with your child, note if she uses
communication to ‘‘inform’’ or ‘‘report,’’ e.g., lets
you know what happened at school and that you
need to send something in for an activity.

NO

2. Does the child talk on the same topic for at
least two to three exchanges with an adult or
peer?
While conversing with your child and/or playing
with your child, note if she is able to talk about a
single topic for at least two to three exchanges,
e.g., [adult] ‘‘The game was great.’’ [child] ‘‘I
really liked Michael Jordan. He really made some
cool shots.’’ [adult] ‘‘I think he’s slowing down.’’
[child] ‘‘He’s still the greatest basketball player’’.

NO

*O in the chart means Occasionally.
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Child’s Name:
Caregiver:

Lily

Date:

Jessica

Level D2 (36 to 48 Months):
Engagement and Pragmatics

ACTIVITY

YES/NO

3. Does the child begin to adjust to what she
is saying depending on the listener, e.g., be
more polite with an adult, know how to get the
person’s attention, adjust her language when
speaking with a younger child?
Think back on past situations and try to
remember if your child has been able to adjust
her communication in response to the listener.

NO

4. Does the child know when a ‘‘breakdown’’
has occurred between herself and the other
person (adult or peer) and is she able to
‘‘repair’’ the situation to make the communication clear and successful?
While conversing and/or playing with your child,
note if she is able to judge when the listener
needs additional information to make herself
understood.
5. Does the child realistically describe what
happened at school or realistically discuss
and explain her wishes (e.g., ‘‘Mom, I really
need to watch this show because it’s my
favorite one.’’)?

NO

*O in the chart means Occasionally.

March 19, 2014

O

COMMENTS

Lily knows when I don't understand something she
is saying.

NO
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date: March 19, 2014
Level D2 (36 to 48 Months): Receptive Language

CHECKLIST
LEVEL D2: 36 to 48 Months
Receptive Language
ACTIVITY

Y/N

1. Does the child follow a two-step instruction
where there are
‘‘Put the doll in the car and give me a spoon
and a hat.’’)?
Put out a grouping of six to eight
or characters, e.g., Mickey Mouse, and props,
e.g., car, pool, etc., and ask the child to ‘‘Put
[
______
and ______ .’’
2. Does the child follow a three-step
instruction (e.g., ‘‘Throw cup, give me spoon,
and kiss car.’’)?
Repeat the procedure described in the elicitation
for #1 above, only present a three-part instruction
where each part has only two key words, e.g.,
verb (throw) and noun (frisbee): ‘‘Throw frisbee,
give me Barney, and kiss Pluto.’’

NO

3. Does the child understand the prepositions
in front, behind, next to, and over?
Put out an assortment of toys as described in #1
above and ask the child to place a
the locations, e.g., ‘‘Put Lala behind the slide.’’
Another way to examine this skill is to place three
identical locations on the table with three identical

NO

O

COMMENTS

NO

She might not display these actions directly and
physically but I am not certain that she does not
cognitively know what things mean. She just
might not be displaying what she knows.

location, e.g., one Spongebob in front of the bus,
one behind the bus, and one next to the bus. The
only variable will be the location. Ask the child to
show you where Spongebob is—behind, in front
of, or next to the bus.
4. Does the child respond to temporal clausal
words, such as when, before, and after?
Put out an assortment of toys as described in item
#1 above and have the child respond to the
following types of requests: ‘‘When I get the car,
you get Dipsey,’’ ‘‘Before I get Goofy, you get
Mickey,’’ and ‘‘After I push the car, you kiss Po.’’
5. Does the child understand
the middle?
Make a line of
appealing location, e.g., pool, castle, rocket ship,
and ask the child to show you who’s in the middle,

*O in the chart means Occasionally.

NO

YES

When it comes to putting on her shoes she knows
that "First socks, then shoes" means first you pick
up the socks.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica
ACTIVITY

Date: March 19, 2014
Level D2 (36 to 48 Months): Receptive Language
O

COMMENTS

6. Does the child understand ‘‘same’’ and ‘‘different’’ by color, size, and object?
Put out three to four items that vary only by
color, e.g., markers, and make sure there are at
least two that are the same and two that are
different. Ask the child to get two that are the
same color or two that are different colors.
Put out three to four items that vary only by
size, e.g., balls, and ask the child to get two that
are the same size or two that are different sizes.
Put out two items that are the same and two
that are different and ask the child to show you
the ones that are the same and then ask her to
show you the ones that are different.

YES

I say occasional because these are exercises that
her attention span might not let her sit down and
show us her knowledge of. But I know Lily has
chosen things like cats (being the same animals)
and flowers before on flashcards that we sit
together and do at home.

7. Does the child understand the word ‘‘not’’
when paired with a verb, e.g., ‘‘not running,’’
and a noun, e.g., ‘‘not a cookie.’’
While looking through a book, ask the child to
show you the picture of the person who is ‘‘not’’
doing something, e.g., ‘‘Show me the one that is
not sleeping.’’ Proceed with looking through the
book and ask the child to show you the thing that
is ‘‘not ______’’, e.g., ‘‘Show me the one that is
not a cat.’’

YES

These are words that I know receptively Lily has
retained but her inability to sit still with
engagement when it comes to tactile things (like
flashcards) makes it hard for her to show what we
knows.

YES

Lily can and will do this but not always on cue
when you need her to show her ability.

8. Does the child understand the names for all
the basic colors?
Put out a pile of markers, blocks, crayons, etc.,
and ask the child to get whatever color item you
request. Note exactly which colors the child
knows. By this level, the child should be able to
identify the more subtle colors, such as pink, gray,
brown, etc.
9. Does the child understand the names for all
the basic shapes?
Use any toy that has at least six shapes, e.g.,
puzzle, sorter, etc., and have the child show you
whatever shape you request. By this age, the
child should know circle, square, triangle,
rectangle, oval, and diamond.
10. Does the child comprehend verbal reasoning?
Note your child’s response to statements during
play, reading a book, or everyday situations
where the adult makes statements such as ‘‘We
can’t go see Grandma because she is too sick,’’
or ‘‘The glass broke because it was too close to
the edge of the table.’’
11. Does the child have the ability to group
objects and pictures of objects by category?
When presented with a group of four objects, can
the child respond with the category label, e.g.,
‘‘What word describes all of these?’’ At this level,
the child should have a wide variety of category
labels, e.g., furniture, lights, tools, etc.

*O in the chart means Occasionally.

Y/N

YES

YES

YES
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date: March 19, 2014
Level D2 (36 to 48 Months): Receptive Language

ACTIVITY

Y/N

12. Does the child follow long conversations?
Note here how your child responds to long
conversations. Is the child able to maintain a
natural
requesting, reporting, etc., over a ten-to
minute period of time?

NO

13. Does the child understand 2,000 to 4,000
words across all word categories, including
nouns, verbs, and adjectives, which make
?
At this level, the child should know words such as
edge, counter (kitchen), handle, surprised, etc.

*O in the chart means Occasionally.

O

COMMENTS

I honestly believe that Lilys receptive knowledge
exceeds that of an average 3 year old. I think
because she lacks expressive language ability her
focus is on the receptive making her memory
ability more intense and focused.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date: March 19, 2014
Level D2 (36 to 48 Months): Expressive Language

CHECKLIST
LEVEL D2: 36 to 48 Months
Expressive Language
ACTIVITY
1. Does the child describe how things are the
same and different?

Y/N

O

COMMENTS

NO

Stage 1: Differences and similarities by major
concrete attribute, such as color, size, shape, or
general object. Indicate if the child can perform
these tasks with objects [o] as well as pictures [p]
in books.
Color: Put out two objects that are exactly the
same except for the color and ask the child to tell
you how they’re different and then repeat the task
and ask how they are the same?
Size: Repeat this task several more times, only
present a pair of objects that are very similar
except for the size, e.g., a big and a little
elephant.
Shape: Repeat the task, except put out two
objects that are the same size and color, but are
different shapes and ask how they’re different and
then how they’re the same.
Object: Repeat the task, except put out two
completely different objects, e.g., Barney and
Arthur, and ask how they’re different and then
how they’re the same.

NO

Stage 2: Differences and similarities within a
category, e.g., two vehicles (indicate if the child
can perform these tasks with objects [o] as well
as pictures [p] in books.
Put out two objects that are closely related, e.g.,
two tigers (one a stuffed Tigger that talks and the
other a hard rubber tiger from a zoo set) and ask
the child how they’re different and then ask how
they’re the same.
2. Does the child describe what’s going on in
sequence picture cards?†
Three-Card Sequence: Ask the child to tell you
a story about each picture and show her where to
start (left end of the row of pictures)
Four-Card Sequence: Use the same
instructions as for the three-card sequence.
Five-Card Sequence: Again, follow the
instructions for the three-card sequence.

NO

NO

†Note if the child is able to place the cards in their
correct order before starting the descriptions.

*O in the chart means Occasionally.
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica
ACTIVITY
3. Does the child respond to ‘‘why’’
questions?
Concrete ‘‘why’’ questions:
Object cue: During play, have one of the
characters ask the other, ‘‘Why are you going to
bed?’’
Picture cue: While reading a book, ask the
child a question, such as ‘‘Why is Bob eating?’’
No cue: While conversing with the child, ask a
simple question, such as ‘‘Why did you pop the
balloon?’’
Abstract ‘‘why’’ questions:
Object cue: During play, have one of the
characters ask a question, such as ‘‘Why can’t the
pirate go up the mast?’’
Picture cue: While reading a book with your
child, ask a question, such as ‘‘Why do you think
the brontosaurus is
-rex?’’
No cue: While conversing with the child, ask a
question, such as ‘‘Why did some of the children
not go to the zoo?’’

Date: March 19, 2014
Level D2 (36 to 48 Months): Expressive Language
Y/N

COMMENTS

YES

If a toy falls down or is dropped Lily might say "Uh
Oh".

NO

NO

4. Does the child respond to ‘‘what happened’’
questions?
Object cue: After the adult rolls a car off the
edge of the table, she’ll ask, ‘‘What happened?’’
Picture cue: The adult can point to a picture of
something fairly obvious, such as two vehicles
crashing, and ask, ‘‘What happened?’’
No cue: While conversing with the child, the
adult can ask a question, such as, ‘‘What
happened at the birthday party?’’
5. Does the child respond to ‘‘when’’
questions?
Object cue: While creating a symbolic play
scenario with your child, ask the child a ‘‘when’’
question, such as ‘‘When will the knights
or ‘‘When is it?’’ (looking for an answer such as
‘‘morning,’’ ‘‘night time,’’ etc.)
Picture cue: While reading a book with your
child, ask a ‘‘when’’ question such as those
suggested for the ‘‘object cue.’
No cue: While conversing with your child, with
no visual cues present, ask a ‘‘when’’ question,
such as ‘‘When did Arthur go to bed?’’ or ‘‘When
did the pirate kill the whale?’’

NO

6. Does the child respond to ‘‘how can you
tell’’ questions?
Object cue: While playing with toys, ask a
question, such as ‘‘How can you tell it’s a
Pokemon?’’
Picture cue: While reading a book with your
child, ask a question similar to the one suggested
for the ‘‘object cue’’ above.
No cue: While conversing with your child, ask a
question, such as ‘‘How can you tell it’s cold
outside today?’’

NO

*O in the chart means Occasionally.

O
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Child’s Name: Lily
Caregiver: Jessica

Date: March 19, 2014
Level D2 (36 to 48 Months): Expressive Language

ACTIVITY

Y/N

7. Does the child respond to ‘‘what would happen if’’ questions?
Object cue: While playing with your child, ask a
question, such as ‘‘What would happen if he left
the gate open?’’
Picture cue: While reading a book with your
child, ask a question similar to the one suggested
for the ‘‘object cue’’ above.
No cue: While conversing with your child, ask a
question, such as ‘‘What would happen if I forget
to turn the water off?’’

NO

8. Does the child use words such as ‘‘but,’’
‘‘so,’’ ‘‘if,’’ and ‘‘and’’ to construct clauses
and/or conjoin ideas, e.g., ‘‘If I push him, he’ll
fall down,’’ ‘‘I need to go so my mom doesn’t
get mad,’’ etc.
This can be done by family member report. The
family member can jot down several examples of
sentences the child has produced where she’s
combined two ideas with a conjunction (and) or
clause (if, when, but, since, after, etc.).

NO

9. Does the child possess an expressive
vocabulary of many thousands of words
including concrete and more abstract nouns,
verbs, all prepositions, and dozens of
adjectives?
This can be done by caregiver report.

NO

O

COMMENTS

jasm

*O in the chart means Occasionally.
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